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PEACE PAGE

Peace
Peace of mind

Peace of the Lord

This page is dedicated to all the people around the world who seek peace,
promote peace, keep peace, make peace, and have Peace of the Lord.

Philippians 4:6-7
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Preface

THIS SECTION WAS MISSED SOMEHOW SO WE CAN DEDICATE IT TO ALL OUR 
LOVED ONES, OUR GREAT INTERGALACTICALS, ALL KINGDOM ADVANCEMENT 
WARRIORS WHO HAVE FALLEN IN THE LINE OF DUTY UNDER ENEMY FIRE TO 
ENSURE THAT WE HAVE SOME PEACE HERE ON EARTH. THANK YOU & GOD 

BLESS YOU ALL

- PEACE MAKER
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INTRODUCTION

There Is No One Like My Jesus (a Song)

Chorus:
1. There is no one like my Jesus 
2. There is no one like my Jesus 

Repeat 1 & 2 twice 

1.
I know that I have found my Jesus 
My soul has searched all over the world
I have found no man like Jesus Christ 
My heart has searched all over the heavens 
I found nobody like Jesus Christ 

Chorus:
Repeat 1 & 2 three times 

2.
My spirit has searched the deep and 
Dark ends of the earth 
And the deep ends of the Heavens 
My Jesus Christ is everything to me
Surrender to Jesus Christ today. 

Chorus:
Repeat 1& 2 three times. 

3.
My spirit has searched the deep and 
Dark ends of my body 
And the deep dark ends of my heart
Only Jesus Christ and His Comforter 
is able to give me peace.

Chorus:
Repeat 1 & 2 three times. 
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #1

TO INCREASE THE POWER OF GOD IN YOUR LIFE
(REV. NOV. 4, 2017. 15:20 PM MST)

(It is a song recorded in June/July 2018 by AD.MO.VI.CH)

Share the word of God
Keep sharing the word of God
Keep sharing the word of God for everyone 
Don't stop sharing the word until you reach everyone. 

Pray the word of God
Keep praying the word of God 
Keep praying the word of God for everyone
Don't stop praying the word of God until you save everyone. 

Do charity
Keep doing charity
Keep doing charity for everyone
Don't stop doing charity until you give to everyone.

Be a blessing
Keep being a blessing
Keep being a blessing to everyone
Don't stop being a blessing until you bless everyone.

You can do it (Philippians 4:13).
God will supply all your needs (Philippians 4:19).

God bless you and your beautiful family in Jesus Christ mighty name. Amen. 

Contact us at:

peace@peacemakers.love
love@admovich.love

With love 

Ademola and Christiana Usuanlele
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #2

THE NAME AND THE WORD OF GOD IS A STRONG FORTIFIED STRUCTURE
(REV. NOV. 7, 2017. 11:10 PM MST)

Proverbs 18:10 (NKJV)

10. The name of the Lord is a strong tower;
The righteous run to it and are safe.

The name of God is a strong fortified structure. There is absolute safety and com-
fort within the name and the Word of God.

Today, the Spirit of God is saying to us that when we hear His name and Word, we 
should run into it and not run away because it is the only "STRUCTURE" physical-
ly and spiritually where we can have true hope, faith, peace, joy, divine health, 
prosperity, love and eternal life.

Come to Jesus Christ today before it is too late for you or before you run out of 
time. To know Jesus Christ as your Lord and personal Saviour, contact us today at:

peace@peacemakers.love
love@admovich.love

Ademola and Christiana Usuanlele.
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #3

THE BIBLE IS THE WORD OF GOD
(REV. NOV. 9, 2017. 2:00 AM MST)

Today, the Spirit of God is saying that a lot of people, including so-called believers 
know the alphabets, letters and the words in the Holy Bible but they do not know 
the WORD or JESUS CHRIST. The Spirit of God is saying that until the Word; Jesus 
Christ is revealed to us through the written Word of God, we have nothing to 
apply to ourselves and to the situations around us. If we are struggling and lack 
victories, testimonies, miracles and divine health amongst others, we should ask 
ourselves how much WORD of God is revealed in our lives. The revealed Word 
gives the wisdom to handle physical and spiritual matters all the time.

You can only apply the Word that Jesus Christ has revealed to you in the Spirit. It 
is the revealed Word of God that gives us life and it keeps our spirit alive. If you 
do not believe, here is the Word of God as a confirmation of what His Spirit has 
revealed this morning to me:

John 6:63 (NKJV)

It is the Spirit who gives life; the flesh profits nothing. The words that I speak to 
you are spirit, and they are life.

Others listed for brevity:

Zechariah 4:6, Proverbs 2:6, Proverbs 4:1, Proverbs 9:10, 2 Timothy 3:15, Psalm 
19:7, Psalm 119:98.

Come to Jesus Christ today before it is too late for you or before you run out of 
time. It is only those of us that allow the Spirit in the Word of God to come alive 
in us that can overcome the devil and its agents and get eternal life. To know how 
Jesus Christ can come alive in you today, contact us today at:

peace@peacemakers.love
love@admovich.love

Ademola and Christiana Usuanlele.

@adeusuanlele
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #4

THE BIBLE (THE WORD OF GOD) IS THE ONLY WEAPON YOU NEED
(REV. NOV. 9, 2017. 4:50 PM MST)

Today, the Spirit of God is saying that the Holy Bible or the Word of God is the 
strongest and the only weapon you need to protect yourself and your loved ones 
from the continuous attacks from the devil and its agents. The Spirit of God used 
this worldly example: if you have the best gun but you have no bullets, no matter 
the price and sophistication of the gun, it is useless in the time of trouble/attack. 
Caution: I am not promoting or advocating gun ownership. 

If the Holy Bible; the Word of God is not brought to life by Jesus Christ through 
the Holy Spirit, it is just like the unloaded gun. It cannot profit much. If you like 
put it under your pillow, cook with its pages, juice it up into a puree or smoothie 
or make clothes or window blinds with it, etc., as some people do. You will not 
get a sustainable result; except a placebo effect. 

 If you do not know the WORD or JESUS CHRIST, the power in the Word of God or 
Holy Bible cannot make you an expensive, sophisticated and fully loaded weapon 
of God, that can-do exploits (Daniel 11:32 KJV) against the kingdom of darkness. 
To put yourself in the position where you and your Bible become the strongest 
and only weapon you need, you have to let Jesus Christ come into your heart by 
accepting Jesus Christ as your Lord and personal Saviour. 

Once you accept Jesus Christ, your spirit and the Holy Bible come alive at the 
same time. The same Jesus Christ that came into your heart is the Word of God in 
the Bible. Every time your spirit hears about the Word of God or the Bible, God, 
Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit, it is eager for nourishment and growth. Once 
you are at this level and growing, you have become a mighty and great weapon 
in partnership with your Bible and the Holy Spirit.

Let us see what the mighty weapon; Holy Bible says:

2 Corinthians 10:4 (NKJV)

For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal but mighty in God for pulling down 
strongholds,
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Hebrews 4:12 (NKJV)

For the word of God is living and powerful, and sharper than any two-edged 
sword, piercing even to the division of soul and spirit, and of joints and marrow, 
and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart.

Psalm 119:11 (NKJV)

Your word I have hidden in my heart, That I might not sin against You.

Ephesians 6:10-18 (NKJV)

10 Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord and in the power of His might. 11 
Put on the whole armor of God, that you may be able to stand against the wiles 
of the devil. 12 For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against prin-
cipalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this age, against 
spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places.13 Therefore take up the 
whole armor of God, that you may be able to withstand in the evil day, and having 
done all, to stand.

14 Stand therefore, having girded your waist with truth, having put on the breast-
plate of righteousness, 15 and having shod your feet with the preparation of the 
gospel of peace; 16 above all, taking the shield of faith with which you will be able 
to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked one. 17 And take the helmet of salva-
tion, and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God; 18 praying always...

The Word of God in the Bible is a mighty weapon. If you receive the Word of God, 
you will become a living mighty weapon, capable of deploying all the arsenals 
that Heaven and earth can offer. Those who know their God will do exploits. If 
you do not truly know the Word or Jesus Christ, know Him now!

Come to Jesus Christ now before it is too late for you or before you run out of 
time. It is only those of us that allow the Spirit in the Word of God to come alive 
in us that can overcome the devil and its agents and get eternal life. To know how 
Jesus Christ can come alive in you today, contact us now at:

peace@peacemakers.love
love@admovich.love

Ademola and Christiana Usuanlele.
@adeusuanlele
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #5

WHY DO WE DO WHAT WE DO FOR THE KINGDOM OF GOD? 
(REV. NOV. 23, 2017. 2:10 PM MST)

Being a servant of God or a disciple of Jesus Christ is not a popularity contest or 
a quest for fame as the world sees it. It is not necessarily for amassing wealth 
in the physical. This is because at the end of the day, they are all vanities upon 
vanities and if care is not taken, they will make us miss heaven no matter who the 
servant of God or disciple of Jesus Christ is.

We do what we do for two main reasons and they are:

1. SALVATION (Matthew 28:18-20)
We do what we do because it is our responsibility to save, rescue, help everyone 
that comes across our path directly or indirectly, using every means legal and 
possible to give as led by the Holy Spirit, the Agape love of Jesus Christ (or char-
ity) and/or the message of salvation that is the true undiluted gospel of Jesus 
Christ which is the WORD of God. KISS - Keep It Simple S****d. For short: bring 
everyone from darkness to the Light of God. Jesus Christ is the Light of God (Co-
lossians 1:13) 

2. ETERNAL LIFE OR ETERNITY (John 5:39, 6:68)
We do what we do because it is our responsibility to ensure that everyone who 
has been saved or rescued or helped receive enough blessings and anointing 
and power to successfully defend and contend against all attacks from the devil 
and its agents here on earth before going to live in eternity with our lover Jesus 
Christ in heaven. 

HOW?
We as servants of God or disciples of Jesus Christ have to be saved and be certain 
that we are saved. When we are certain of our own salvation, we need to use the 
power of the Holy Spirit which comes on us during or after salvation to win souls 
to Christ and establish these souls until they can defend and contend against all 
attacks from the devil and its agents by themselves until they go to heaven. Ev-
erything else like divine health, peace, joy, hope, prosperity, amongst others are 
all extras that God adds to us (Matthew 6:33).
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The abovementioned "how" can be easy or difficult depending on whether you 
are using your own strength or the power of the Holy Spirit. The truth and secret 
to this is that you have to use the power you receive from God through Jesus 
Christ our Lord and personal Saviour (Act 1:8) to spiritually pulverize the devil 
and its agents and its kingdom of darkness to be able to get these results in the 
physical easily. But remain faithful to God. Otherwise, any slipping or backsliding 
that you do not repent from will permit the devil and its agents to use you for 
their next meal. You don't want that. Do you?

CONCLUSION 
If you want to be a servant of God or disciple of Jesus Christ, get saved, know 
and trust Jesus Christ more and SUDDENLY, you will obtain the power to subdue 
and pulverize the devil and its agents and its kingdom of darkness in Jesus Christ 
mighty name. Amen. 

NOTE: Everyone that is saved by Jesus Christ is automatically a servant of God or 
disciple of Jesus Christ. It is not an exclusive preserve of a Pope, an Apostle, an 
Archbishop, a Bishop, a Pastor, etc. Once you receive Jesus Christ, you are like a 
seed or an embryo; you are capable of being anything by the power of the Holy 
Spirit (Mark 16:16-18) and you will get all your needs met to do what we do 
(Philippians 4:13,17-19).

peace@peacemakers.love
love@admovich.love

Ademola and Christiana Usuanlele.
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 FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #6

WHAT DO WE DO WITH THE WORD OF GOD?
(REV. DEC. 9, 2017 MST 9:23 PM)

When we receive the Word of God, what do we do with it? The Spirit of God pro-
vided the simplest two answers to what we do with His Word when we receive it 
during our kingdom advancement prayers warfare of December 9, 2017. This is 
Kingdom Advancement 101. Where are all the Evangelists? 

Here is what the Spirit of God said:

1. Let every man die on their sword. Those that have the sword of the spirit, 
should die on the sword of the spirit and those that have the sword of the devil, 
should die on the sword of the devil. Ephesians 6:10-20

2. The Word of God says: let the gospel of Christ or the word of God be preached 
unto the ends of the earth. Our primary focus is on those who are yet to receive 
the word of God and those who are yet to hear the word of God. Matthew 24:14; 
Psalm 19:4; Isaiah 45:22; Acts1:8; Matthew 28:18-20

From (1) above we understand that those who live by the sword should be pre-
pared to die by the sword. Which sword do you live by? Sword of the Spirit or 
Sword of the devil? The Sword of the Spirit is the Word of God. Once you receive 
the Word of God be prepared if necessary to die on or for the Word of God you 
have received. 

The Sword of the Spirit is not a toy or an ornament. It is for defence and for con-
tentions. Do not lose the Word of God (Sword of the Spirit) until you hand it over 
in Heaven to Jesus Christ who is the Word of God. 

If you are a sinner, you are living and dying by the sword of the devil (sin). Your 
destination if you do not repent, is eternal life of torment and torture from the 
devil and its agents in hell. So, please decide which sword you want to die by. 
Thank you.

From (2), we are being admonished strongly that we are wasting too much time, 
money, energy and virtues "preaching to the choir" i.e. those who have heard 
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and/or received the Gospel of Jesus Christ and it is delaying the Great Commis-
sion from reaching the ends of the world and everyone in it as our Lord Jesus 
Christ has commanded us to do.

In this end time, the Spirit of God is instructing us to pay full attention to the 
souls that have not received or heard the Good news in the Gospel of Jesus Christ 
because everyone that have received or heard the Good news are totally ac-
countable for the WORD they have received or heard and they have no excuses. 

VACANCIES!! EVANGELISTS NEEDED URGENTLY NOW!!! WHERE ARE THE EVAN-
GELISTS. JESUS CHRIST IS CALLING YOU NOW!!!

When you find the Word of God, eat it, digest it, weave and embed it in your 
DNA. Thank you!

peace@peacemakers.love
love@admovich.love

Ademola and Christiana Usuanlele.
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #7: 

VICTORIOUS LIVING (SPOILS OF WAR AND HARVEST)
(REV. JAN. 1, 2018 12:03 AM MST)

VICTORIOUS LIVING (Spoils of War and Harvest)

During our Canadian version crossover prayers to January 1, 2018, the Spirit of 
God said that all faithfuls who live victoriously will receive spoils of war and boun-
tiful harvest for their efforts in spiritual warfare/battles for souls and against the 
kingdom of darkness. 

To confirm His Word, the Spirit of God reminded us of instances in the Holy Bible, 
when battles were fought and won by the children of God - the Israelites: Moses 
(Exodus 12:36), Joshua (Joshua 6:20) King David (1 Samuel 30:6;18-20; 2 kings 
7:3-4,6-7; 2 Kings 7:16) to name a few, received spoils which were offered to God 
and used for themselves.

The Word of God said that: Apostle Paul planted, Apollos watered but God gave 
the increase. 1 Corinthians 3:6-8.

Apostle De'brah Eunice Gordon Osagiede has been planting, Ademola and Chris-
tiana and you must water, and God will give the increase. 

God had said that in most countries, especially the developed countries, any-
body 18 years or over is considered an adult. The Spirit of God is saying that 
anybody who has received Jesus Christ is considered saved and must be planting 
and/or watering in God's vineyard. 

Watering means, tendering the Vineyard of God, so that God will give increase 
through harvest of souls. 

If you are a lazy Christian, please stay clear, so that we can concentrate/focus on 
the unsaved. If you are a lazy Christian in this season, you are on your own. 

If you are not sure of what it means to be a lazy Christian, check the meaning of 
lazy and check the meaning of Christian and add them together. 
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If you doubt this Word of God we have spoken, please go on your knees and ask 
God for your confirmation directly.

Have faith! God bless you and your beautiful family in Jesus Christ mighty name! 
Amen!

Jesus loves you. 

With Agape Love,

Brother Ademola Usuanlele.
The Peace Maker
peace@peacemakers.love 
Kingdom of God
City of Champions 
Edmonton Alberta Canada
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #8: 

A REBEL? WHOSE REBEL? A VICTORIOUS REBEL
(REV. JAN. 1, 2018 10:58 AM MST)

Peace of the Lord to you and your beautiful family in Jesus Christ mighty name. 
Amen. 

Talking about rebels and rebellions, where are we going with this revelation? 
Please wait and see. Be patient and read on.

Who is a rebel and what is rebellion?

REBEL: A person who rises in opposition or armed resistance against an estab-
lished government or ruler.

REBELLION:
1. An act of violent or open resistance to an established government or ruler.
2. The action or process of resisting authority, control, or convention.

(Definitions courtesy of Google)

The Word of God from the Spirit of God:

"(D)evil inspired rebellion is poisonous. It kills instantly or slowly, and it causes a 
lot of destruction. It gets many souls to hell.

Holy Spirit inspired rebellion saves lives. It gets many souls to ETERNITY."

Rebellions are carried out by rebels.

When you contend against the kingdom of darkness through prayer warfare, 
high praises, resisting the devil and refusing to compromise by shunning all evil/
sin and living a righteous life by the power of the Holy Ghost. You will have a 
VICTORIOUS life in Christ. You can't lose. NEVER!

Nobody is advocating physical violence or armed rebellion here. Please see Ephe-
sians 6:10-18 and James 4:7.
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Remember that our purpose here on earth is to get TESTIMONIES; to live a life 
of testimonies ourselves and to be part of the testimonies in the lives of others. 
When you do this, living a VICTORIOUS life is automatic. 

Please note that if you are not born again or you do not have Jesus Christ as 
your Lord and personal Saviour, you will be part of the (D)evil inspired rebellion. 
Testimonies and VICTORIOUS LIVING will be out of your reach and realm. Make a 
resolution to accept Jesus Christ today. Do it right now! 

God bless you as you do the right thing for VICTORIOUS LIVING. 

With love 

peace@peacemakers.love
love@admovich.love

Ademola and Christiana Usuanlele.
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #9: 

BEARING FRUITS: TESTIMONIES AND VICTORIOUS LIVING
(REV. JAN. 6, 2018 6:50 PM MST)

Peace of the Lord brethren, friends and family and Happy New Year again to all 
of you.

As I was planning and preparing on Saturday for Sunday's two different services 
and realizing that the messages will be the same, the Spirit of God prompted me 
to use the audio message from my Apostle to prepare instead of the written mes-
sage. I am glad I did because it is more in-depth and the anointing with which my 
Apostle delivered the message was not only contagious, it was overwhelming. 

Few minutes into the message, the game changed; the message changed. The 
preparation immediately became a Firing Line for me.

The Spirit of God is saying that for us to fully be partakers in this our year of 
VICTORIOUS LIVING through Jesus Christ, we must be ready to bear fruits; good 
fruits. Good fruits are evidence of the glorious life we live through Jesus Christ 
our Lord and personal Saviour. (Ezekiel 17:8, Matthew 3:10; 7:17-19; 13:23, Mark 
4:20, Luke 3:9; 6:43; 8:15)

Since bearing good fruits are evidence of glorious VICTORIOUS LIVING in Jesus 
Christ, and the Holy Spirit has informed us that we are in this world to live a life 
of TESTIMONIES to get an eternal life as our ultimate goal or TESTIMONY, VIC-
TORIOUS LIVING in Jesus Christ is the product of bearing good fruits and living 
a righteous life of TESTIMONIES. You must be overcoming to get TESTIMONIES. 
You must be winning physical and spiritual battles to get victories. You must be 
getting victories through Jesus Christ to be living VICTORIOUSLY.

Jesus Christ has paid the price. The chains have been broken. The real battles 
have been won. Now do your bit. Overcome fear, worries and anxieties and stop 
all your sinful acts and stand up against the wiles of the devil and its agents. 
There and then, you start your VICTORIOUS LIVING. Note that no matter how 
long you have known or served God, you cannot be complacent. You need to 
continue to bear good fruits and be a testimonial to yourself, others and God in 
Jesus Christ mighty name. Amen.
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As a believer, ask yourself or ask the Holy Spirit about your daily performance in 
the areas of bearing good fruits and testimonies. He will grant you understanding 
and wisdom in how to flow with Him. 

Jesus loves you more than words can say. 

With love 

peace@peacemakers.love
love@admovich.love

Ademola and Christiana Usuanlele.
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #10: 

SPIRIT TO CONQUER OR OVERCOME FOR VICTORIOUS LIVING
(REV. JAN. 10, 2018 10:45 PM MST)

The Word of God came again: "In this our year of Victorious Living, anybody who 
does not have the instinct or the spirit to conquer or overcome, he/she should 
please step aside".

Romans 8:37 NKJV

Yet in all these things we are more than conquerors through Him who loved us.

If you want to know how to conquer or overcome, look up to Jesus Christ. Look 
up to the Word of God. Start exercising your spirit man. Start building up your 
faith. Feed on the Word of God. Breath in the Holy Spirit. Continue to breath in 
the Holy Spirit. Continue to feed on the WORD of God. 

Contend with your faith. Put the WORD of God to use in your life and in the life 
of others. If you can do this, your instinct to conquer or your spirit to conquer 
will continue to grow and you will be VICTORIOUS. Then Victorious Living will 
continue to be your portion in Jesus Christ mighty name. Amen! 

Note that you cannot become more than a conqueror except you have received 
Jesus Christ as your Lord and personal Saviour who will fill you with the Holy 
Spirit. The Holy Spirit will give you the power to conquer and overcome. Thereby 
guaranteeing you a VICTORIOUS LIFE. Your choice: A defeated life or VICTORIOUS 
LIVING?

Jesus loves you gedegbe and kakabo!

peace@peacemakers.love
love@admovich.love

Ademola and Christiana Usuanlele.
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #11

WAITING ON JESUS CHRIST OR WAITING ON THE LORD
(REV. NOV. 10, 2017. 1:07 AM MST)

Today, the Spirit of God is saying that a lot of people, including so-called believ-
ers know the alphabets, letters and the words in the Holy Bible but they do not 
know the WORD or JESUS CHRIST. The Spirit of God is saying that until the Word; 
Jesus Christ is revealed to us through the written Word of God, we have nothing 
to apply to ourselves and to situations around us. If we are struggling and lacking 
victories, testimonies and miracles and divine health amongst others, we should 
ask ourselves how much WORD of God is revealed in our lives. The revealed 
Word gives the Wisdom and power to handle physical and spiritual matters all 
the time.

You can only apply the Word that Jesus Christ has revealed to you in the Spirit. It 
is the revealed Word of God that gives us life and it keeps our spirit alive. If you 
do not believe, here is the Word of God as a confirmation of what His Spirit has 
revealed this morning to me:

John 6:63 (NKJV)

It is the Spirit who gives life; the flesh profits nothing. The words that I speak to 
you are spirit, and they are life.

Others listed for brevity:

Zechariah 4:6, Proverbs 2:6, Proverbs 4:1, Proverbs 9:10, 2 Timothy 3:15, Psalm 
19:7, Psalm 119:98.

WAITING ON JESUS CHRIST OR WAITING ON THE LORD 
Brethren, what you have just read is neither a mistake nor useless to you but a 
reminder of the importance of Jesus Christ or Word of God  in our salvation, our 
living a victorious life on earth and gaining eternal life in heaven.

If for any reason you happen to be a believer of Jesus Christ and the Word is 
yet to be revealed to you by the Holy Spirit, it is a serious issue because you are 
powerless and toothless as a believer. The power of God lies within the Word of 
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God and we can only harness this from the Holy Ghost through Jesus Christ our 
Lord and personal Saviour. 

If you are a believer without the power of the Holy Ghost, you need to aggres-
sively wait on the Lord Jesus Christ relentlessly and fervently until you receive the 
baptism of the Holy Ghost and until the Word of God is revealed to you. There is 
a distinction between waiting on God to do it while you do almost nothing in the 
covenant relationship with Jesus Christ and when you are engaging yourself in 
the Word of God and the "work" of God. 

Doing nothing while you are waiting is risky and almost futile. Whereas, engag-
ing in the Word and "work" demonstrate preparedness, diligence, availability for 
more, hunger and thirst. All of which pleases Jesus Christ and provokes the Spirit 
of God to act quickly. 

Serving God without revelations of the Word makes you available to be kicked 
around and abused by even the littlest of devils and their agents. VICTORIOUS 
LIVING will be a mirage for you and your family. Wait on the Lord Jesus Christ 
properly to receive the revealed Word, then get testimonies and live VICTORI-
OUSLY in Jesus Christ mighty name. Amen.

Come to Jesus Christ today before it is too late for you or before you run out of 
time. It is only those of us that allow the Spirit in the Word of God to come alive 
in us that can overcome the devil and its agents and get eternal life. To know how 
Jesus Christ can come alive in you today, contact us today at:

Jesus loves you more than words can say. 

peace@peacemakers.love
love@admovich.love

Ademola and Christiana Usuanlele.

@adeusuanlele 
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #12

MATTHEW 5:10-12 PERSECUTION AND VICTORIOUS LIVING
(REV. JAN. 20, 2018 GMT+1 6:45 AM)

The Lord is saying today, that in this season, in this critical season that we are 
in, in this very critical season, we should not be disturbed or discouraged by any 
form of inconveniences including persecution, starvation (hunger), fasting, lack 
of money, poor health, gender, age or colour in our quest for winning souls and 
advancing the Kingdom of God. 

Our forerunners; the Apostles, the Prophets and even Jesus Christ faced per-
secutions, beatings, jail times amongst others in their efforts to win souls and 
advance the kingdom of God. 

In recent times, Apostle (Dr.) Gordon Erharuyi Osagiede and Apostle Deb’rah Eu-
nice Gordon-Osagiede faced great opposition and persecution at the onset of 
their Ministry and Vision of turning millions to Christ. 

My brethren, the Lord is asking me to inform you to count it as great joy if you 
are persecuted, opposed, beaten, jailed, starved, fasting or you lack anything 
especially because you have given all to God for winning souls and advancing the 
Kingdom of God. 

In this our year of Victorious Living, note that your victories and testimonies are 
because of overcoming persecutions and oppositions in your quest of winning 
souls and advancing the Kingdom of God. You are only opposed or persecuted 
when you are doing the right thing. Matthew 5:10-12; 1 Peter 3:14

Jesus Christ has given us the victory on the cross. Which means you are empow-
ered to use the name of Jesus Christ. You are empowered to use the name of 
God. You are empowered to use the Word of God. You are empowered to use the 
power of the Holy Spirit to overcome and attack every opposition and persecu-
tion you face in other to live victoriously.

You can do it (Philippians 4:13). God has made the provisions (Philippians 4:19). 
Victoria E Certa (Victory is certain) 
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Jesus loves you. 

With agape love

Ademola and Christiana Usuanlele 
@Amagba, Edo State, Nigeria. 

For: Peace Maker
peace@peacemakers.love 
@EdmontonThe
Kingdom of God
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@AMAGBA FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #13

LOVE & FAITH EQUALS VICTORIOUS LIVING
(REV. JAN. 21, 2018 GMT+1 8:55 AM @AMAGBA NGR) 

During our pre-service praises, prayers and intercessory @AMAGBA, Edo Envi-
rons, Nigeria this morning, in this our year of VICTORIOUS LIVING in Jesus Christ, 
my spirit queried the Spirit of God regarding what we need to do on our part of 
this covenant relationship with Jesus Christ; to ensure that we live VICTORIOUSLY 
from now until eternity. 

The Spirit of God mentioned LOVE and FAITH as two necessary ingredients we 
need to obtain and maintain our VICTORIOUS LIVING this year and forever more. 
You may be wondering why. Please be patient. The Holy Spirit has answers for 
everything. He does not give an assignment without the enablement (Philippians 
4:13 AMP). 

Now let us look at what the Spirit of God is saying about love and faith as they 
relate to VICTORIOUS LIVING. 

LOVE:
Jesus is love. God is love. Jesus Christ mentioned that the two greatest com-
mandments are loving God and loving your neighbours as yourself (Matthew 
22:36-40). God is saying that you cannot have a VICTORIOUS LIVING if you do not 
love yourself, if you do not love God and if you do not love your neighbours. Your 
neighbours include your immediate family, your extended family, your in-laws, 
your outlaws, your friends, your schoolmates/co-workers, your neighbours and 
anyone you meet or interact with. 

Being able to love is the real victory. There is no victory greater than being able 
to LOVE. Loving with AGAPE LOVE. 1 Corinthians 13:13. 

The greatest battle fought and won for total victory is to love yourself just as God 
has created you in His image and likeness (Genesis 1:26). This battle also includes 
loving God and loving your neighbours as yourself. 

FAITH:
Without faith it is impossible to please God (Hebrews 11:6). Without faith it is 
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impossible to serve God. Without faith it is impossible to love yourself, to love 
God or to love your neighbours as yourself. 

Faith is the substance of things hoped for and evidence of things not seen (He-
brews 11:1). You need faith to believe and know that Jesus Christ has finished the 
work on the cross for your VICTORIOUS LIVING. Without this faith in the Agape 
love of God, VICTORIOUS LIVING cannot manifest itself in your life. If it does, you 
cannot maintain or sustain it no matter how hard you try. 

With faith and love coded together, VICTORIOUS LIVING is guaranteed for you 
and your beautiful family in Jesus Christ mighty name. Amen. Jesus Christ will 
throw in peace of the Lord (Matthew 6:33; Philippians 4:6-7).

With love

Ademola and Christiana Usuanlele 
@Amagba, Edo State, Nigeria. 

For: Peace Maker
peace@peacemakers.love 
@EdmontonThe
Kingdom of God 
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #14
@CONVOCATION 2018 DAY 1 EVENING SESSION JANUARY 22, 2018.

Our Apostle and mother in the Lord; Mrs. Deb'rah Eunice Gordon-Osagiede 
saved the best for last when she delivered the message: Change Your Thoughts! 
Change Your Life! She used 1 Corinthians 15:57;

1 Corinthians 15:57 (NKJV)

57. But thanks be to God, who gives us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ.

Suddenly, from Apostle's message, It became evident that my life from now on 
will be lived VICTORIOUSLY because all my situations and issues were resolved 
and defeated by Jesus Christ on the cross more than 2,000 years ago.  Any issue 
or situation that is in doubt should come forward for me to teach it a lesson it will 
never forget through Jesus Christ our Lord and Saviour, Amen.

This message was deep and intense and yet went right to the core of our con-
vocation and convention theme right on day 1. My spirit got excited because if 
we can drill to the end right on day one, knowing our Apostle and the Holy Spirit 
working together with Jesus Christ, I knew right there that there are many layers 
of this onion (JESUS VICTORY; MY FREEDOM) yet to be peeled.

This Convocation convention is not a gathering of faithfuls you should miss for 
any reason, you can be sure you will be satisfied and VICTORIOUS after your en-
counter with Jesus Christ who defeated the devil to grant us this freedom we can 
feel, touch and taste today. 

Come join us from January 21 - 28, 2018
@The City Called There 
(Godhead International Christian Centre)
KM 7, Ekehuan Road, Benin City, Edo State, Nigeria 

Join our live streaming channels:

"I can't be in Christ and lose. Never!!!"
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Jesus loves you more than words can say. 

peace@peacemakers.love
love@admovich.love

Ademola and Christiana Usuanlele.

@adeusuanlele 
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #15 

FIRING FROM THE HEART @CONVOCATION 2018
(#2 JAN. 21-28, 2018)

ENLARGING YOUR COAST THROUGH GIVING

While enjoying the presence of God during a morning session in our just conclud-
ed convention and convocation in Benin City, Edo State, Nigeria, my spirit made 
an observation concerning an activity. I immediately checked with the Holy Spirit.

Response from the Holy Spirit was swift. He said that the easiest way to enlarge 
or expand your coast is to always think or plan beyond yourself in everything you 
are doing. Even when you have only enough for yourself, be ready to adjust your 
needs so that you can provide for others.

He said if you are planning for yourself only, it is very easy to become selfish/
self-centred. It is also very easy to limit your scope and vision in life with a mind-
set like this. Giving and having a giving mindset allows you to receive that which 
will make you rich; even if you do not have Jesus Christ as your Lord and personal 
Saviour. It will make you prosperous if you have Jesus Christ as your Lord and 
personal Saviour.

Acts 20:35 (NKJV): "I have shown you in every way, by labouring like this, that you 
must support the weak. And remember the words of the Lord Jesus, that He said, 
‘It is more blessed to give than to receive.’ ”

If your goal is to have extra resources with the aim of having extra for giving and 
sharing. It is usually very easy for such goals to be divinely met if Jesus Christ is 
involved. 

To know more about the differences between being rich and prosperous and 
how to understand the heart of a Giver, get a copy of this and other books from 
us: “Understanding the Heart of a Giver” written by Ademola Usuanlele and 
Christiana Usuanlele

pagemasterpublishing.ca
amazon.com
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amazon.ca

Enlarge your coast by giving to others, worthy causes and to the advancement of 
the kingdom of God. God bless you as you do. 

To give your life to Jesus Christ so that He can set you free contact us at:

With love 

Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko 
Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko 

God bless you. 

Jesus loves you. 

With Agape Love,

Brother Ademola Usuanlele.
The Peace Maker
peace@peacemakers.love 
Kingdom of God
City of Champions 
Edmonton Alberta Canada
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #16 

FIRING FROM THE HEART @CONVOCATION 2018 (#3 JAN. 21-28, 2018)

ACTIVE. ACTIVITIES. ACTIVATE (VICTORIOUS LIVING IN JESUS CHRIST)

These words ACTIVE, ACTIVITIES and ACTIVATE were planted into my spirit by the 
Spirit of God during our just concluded convention and convocation in Benin City, 
Edo State, Nigeria. These are common English words used several million times 
daily across the world. Why will God be interested in them in this our year of 
VICTORIOUS LIVING in Jesus Christ? Let us quickly find out. 

Let us make this simple by refreshing ourselves with the English language mean-
ing of these words using Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 

ACTIVE: Definition of active

1: characterized by action rather than by contemplation or speculation an active 
life

2: producing or involving action or movement

3a of a verb form or voice : asserting that the person or thing represented by the 
grammatical subject performs the action represented by the verb Hits in "he hits 
the ball" is active.

b: expressing action as distinct from mere existence or state active verbs such as 
"eat" and "sing"

4: quick in physical movement: lively

ACTIVITIES: Definition of activity

plural activities

1: the quality or state of being active: behaviour or actions of a particular kind 
physical activity, criminal activity, economic activity
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2: vigorous or energetic action: liveliness a scene of excitement and activity

3: natural or normal function: such as

a: a process (such as digestion) that an organism carries on or participates in by 
virtue of being alive

b: a similar process actually or potentially involving mental function; specifically: 
an educational procedure designed to stimulate learning by firsthand experience

4: an active force

5a: a pursuit in which a person is active business activities social activities

b: a form of organized, supervised, often extracurricular recreation. The camp 
offers hiking, swimming, and other activities.

ACTIVATE: Definition of activate

activated; activating

transitive verb: to make active or more active: such as

a (1): to make (something, such as a molecule) reactive or more reactive 

  (2): to convert (something, such as a provitamin) into a biologically active de-
rivative

b: to make (a substance) radioactive

c: to treat (a substance, such as carbon or alumina) so as to improve adsorptive 
properties

d (1): to set up or formally institute (an organized group, such as a military unit) 
with the necessary personnel and equipment 

   (2): to put (an individual or unit) on active duty
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From the definitions above, we see that the keyword or common word across the 
definitions of active, activities and activate is the word active. In this our year of 
VICTORIOUS LIVING in Jesus Christ, we need to get off our comfort zone and be 
active for Jesus Christ and for the advancement of the kingdom of God. 

Part of being active is to find activities in the various ministries we can apply 
ourselves and our resources to ensure that millions are being turned to Christ 
and His finished work. We must ensure that we fully activate our faith, love, hope 
and peace of the Lord. In order to maintain a great physical health for your body 
which houses the Spirit of God, you must also be physically active which will 
extend your life.

There are numerous benefits of being active. They include eternal life, divine 
health, prosperity, longer life here on earth, VICTORIOUS LIVING amongst others.

Here you go! Be active for Jesus Christ. Find activities to get you active in the 
body of Christ. Activate your faith, charity and peace of the Lord. VICTORIOUS 
LIVING IN JESUS CHRIST is certain for you!

With Agape Love,

Brother Ademola Usuanlele.
The Peace Maker
peace@peacemakers.love 
Kingdom of God
City of Champions 
Edmonton Alberta Canada
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #17: 

FIRING FROM THE HEART IN THIS 2018 OUR YEAR OF VICTORIOUS LIVING
(MAR. 1, 2018 @ 8:58 AM MST) PART 1

TITHES: PAY OR DON'T PAY? MINISTERS: PRIVATE JETS OR PUBLIC JETS?

SETUP:

1. This shot you are about to witness is a result of the nuisance that a reptilian 
thug called daddy fridge, freezer or deep freezer or deep frost or whatever this 
reptile calls himself has created by trying to use the chaff in his head to under-
stand the spiritual mysteries of tithing which can only be understood with a re-
deemed and contrite heart. I will address his heart in part two of this shot. By 
the power of the almighty God within me, I will declare that I have sent him a 
spiritual shot for this nonsense. You will wait until part two to know the modus 
operandi of this “Worded shot”. Nonsense!

2. This shot from the morning bathroom firing line is also tied to the teaser You-
Tube clip about agents of the devil trying take two distinct, but accurate state-
ments made by Pastor Chris and Bishop Oyedepo about tithing out of context to 
cause confusion in the lives of gullible and vulnerable people that all these great 
men and women of God are labouring day and night to rescue, redeem and save. 
This video contains no controversial issues or content. 

3. This shot had to fired by the Spirit of God to clear the air because the video 
created a healthy spiritual discussion in our Uniben 1986 Engineers WhatsApp 
forum this morning. The chat was going off tangent spiritually and the Holy Spir-
it in me fired the shot below to set the record straight. Our God is not a God 
of confusion. After five hours of intense spiritual chat in forum the Holy Spirit’s 
shot settled the matter. Peace reigned again. War games it is called in the phys-
ical and in the spiritual, we call it spiritual warfare. Sadly, enough for Mr freezer 
mouth, there was a re-fire by the Spirit of God because my spirit was provoked 
by the nonsense this freezer guy who is practicing to be an archdemon. Not in my 
watch. The re-fire was for him. Details in part two.

Below is the Holy Spirit shot to cool things down. The devil is always a liar. The 
church is the bride (Eve) of Jesus Christ (Second Adam). We know what a reptil-
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ian (devil) did to Eve in the garden of Eden. Nigeria is God’s modern garden of 
Eden. The devil has sent another reptilian (Mr. deep freezer) to use lies to disrupt 
legions of spiritual powerhouses being produced in Nigeria. I will teach him a 
lesson he will never forget, and it will be a deterrent to other little devils like him 
in Jesus Christ mighty name. Amen. 

Interesting conversation so far, no punches or stray punches. There is no dis-
agreement regarding whether tithe is paid or not in the YouTube video. The issue 
raised by these great men of God is the purpose, intent and rewards for paying 
tithes. They never said don't pay tithes. It is a great honour and faith to partner 
with God if you can pay tithes. If you don't pay it, the devil has more than enough 
things to give you to even consume it. It is a spiritual exercise. If you don't get its 
purpose spiritually don't waste your time to pay tithe. Take the money to address 
issues in Benin City like club sandwich, suya, pepper soup or spend it on other 
ungodly issues.

In case you don't understand it spiritually, I will bring it to the physical. In my 
trade, we have a lot of ideas and projects we do. Without investors and partners, 
we can do nothing whether you are a believer or unbeliever. It is great joy for us if 
we have a return on the investment. It is a greater joy if you can share the success 
with your partners, investors and your staff. If you don't do it in the physical in 
places like Nigeria, hired killers and native doctors and your family will be after 
you. Now, back to the spiritual, to the true believers, God owns everything in this 
world including all the things in our possession, he guides us, mentors us and 
sends even our enemies to bless us. 
Then why can't we give 10% to the person who owns the 100%? The almighty 
God. He does not need the tithes; it is for the Storehouse from which Church 
expenses and church charities for the less privileged amongst us are taken care 
of. Whatever the pastor is doing with it, he or she responsible to God and any 
regulatory body overseeing churches where the is domiciled. Do you know the 
consequences of stealing from God? Look at the consequences of stealing in the 
physical. Stealing from God is worse than eating rat poison.

For flashy cars, jets and all other lifestyles of men of God, please take your eyes 
off it. You cannot quantify the reward or compensation for what genuine min-
isters of God do for their congregations and for this world. A lot of what you 
see them use are mostly from cash and material gifts believers and unbelievers 
surrender to them as seeds, gifts and to appreciate what God is doing or will do 
through them. Don't be envious and don't covet what they have. If you are really 
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pained, ask God for wisdom and anointing to do great exploits for Him. You will 
be surprised at your blessings. Most of these ministries have raised physical and 
spiritual giants and rainforests, what do you expect? 
They will eat the fruits of their labour here on earth and in Heaven. They support 
a lot of people physically and spiritually. Most of them go for days with little or no 
food, drink or sleep for the sake of their congregations and for this world; while 
most people sleep, eat and drink themselves to stupendous stupor (pardon my 
French).

On the issue of private jets, however it is acquired for the man or woman of God, 
be it a gift, purchased by the minister from their own personal purse or acquired 
by the ministry, it is more for convenience, to save time, save money, yes money, 
save lives and for privacy. When you do a of lot travelling, most of your travel 
time is spent trying to travel and waiting to travel. Most of the time you are at the 
mercy of the transporters, bureaucracy, protocols, weather, unions, availability 
of flights, connecting flights and so on. You don't face most of these when pri-
vate jets are available. Whether owned, leased or borrowed. Note this: many of 
these men and women of God have close relationships with many world leaders 
around the world including kings, queens and presidents. 

An emergency medical, spiritual or governance issue can arise anywhere in the 
world that requires their physical and spiritual presence immediately to forestall 
crisis, without private jets you cannot respond quickly. Some nations send their 
private jets to fetch men and women of God for private counsel on matters that 
even medications cannot make them to sleep. Even at that, it takes double the 
time at a minimum to send jets to fetch a minister of God. How much do you 
value life? If you are truly in Christ, your life becomes as valuable as the life of 
Jesus Christ. 

When I have the money, I will buy my mama jet ooo. Hopefully, it will be the first 
of many she will get. 

Back to the tithes issue, pray that you are able earn income and be spiritually 
matured enough to pay tithes. If your ROI is good and steady in the physical, your 
partners, investors, workers and bankers and will do all they can to propel you to 
greater heights. Jesus Christ is the only partner/investor that makes these things 
effortless and rewarding, plus eternal life as a sweetener. Pay your tithes. Don't 
rob God. Your partnership is with Jesus Christ. Your minister is a servant of God 
(Jesus Christ). A Word is enough for the wise. Get wisdom. Don't get jealous of a 
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minister of God. It is poisonous and hellish.

I love you gedegbe and kakabo. 

💋💋💋💋💋💋💋💋💋💋💋💋💋💋💋💋

With love. 
Fired by Ademola Usuanlele (Peace Maker)
For Ademola and Christiana Usuanlele 
peace@peacemakers.love
Kingdom of God 
City of Champions
Edmonton Alberta Canada.
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #17 

FIRING STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART MARCH 4, 2018 PART 2

LOVE LETTER TO DADDY FREEZE 

Father Lord, I just thank you. I thank You for this opportunity, to stand before 
Your throne and speak to the heart of this guy, this guy called daddy Freeze, 
Freezer or deep Freezer whatever his name is. Thank You for the opportunity 
to speak some of the words You have imputed in my spirit in the last few days. 
This kind of menace must end. You are not man that You will lie. You cannot be 
mocked. Your Word says touch not my anointed and do my prophets no harm. 
That if we are obedient and faithful, we shall eat the fruit of the land. Blessed are 
the peace makers for they shall be sons and daughters of God. From that, we can 
understand those who are trying to disturb peace and are called the sons and 
daughters of lucifer; the devil, the enemy of the children of God. This, brothers 
and sisters, friends and families and everyone who is going to read (hear this 
audio) and who is going to share it with others, this is part two of our firing line 
number 17. Firing line number 17 part 1 talks about tithes, whether or not we 
should pay tithes. It talks about Ministers of God using private jet or using public 
transport. We are not going back into that. If you need to know where this jour-
ney begun from, try and get hold of firing line number 17 part 1 or the 1st part. 

This second part is a love letter. If you incline your ears to the word of God, it will 
be a love letter. If you incline your ears to that of the devil it will be a hate letter. 
Whatever and however you take it, is up to your heart, what you have in your 
heart. In this letter, you must pardon my language because I am going to speak in 
so many different languages and including, quote and unquote, French language. 
If you don’t know what that means, you will understand later. This guy that this 
letter is going for, he is a tout, he is a thug. So, I may have to stoop down, stoop 
down reluctantly to his level, speak some of the languages he can understand. 
For those who are not at his level, I will change my level and change my languag-
es as the Holy Spirit leads, so that you can see what is going on. Whatever you 
don't understand ask your friends, ask your neighbours. If you want to be sure, 
go down on your knees and ask God.  Praise the Lord! 

There is a parable that says, those whom the gods want to kill, the little god with 
the little "g" they first make them mad and the Word of God says honour thy 
father and thy mother, so that thy days may be long. It also says honour your 
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parents in the Lord. Your parents in the Lord includes your ministers in your local 
Church, every other ordained minister of God, they are your parents. The kind 
of language you cannot speak to your biological parents, do not dare speak it 
to your parents in the Lord.  What this guy, this daddy Freezer or whatever his 
name is called, has done, is what we call the familiar spirit. What that means is 
we know what that spirit is about. There are two kinds of spirits operating within 
this guy. One is a serpentine spirit, I will talk about it later. The other is anti-Christ 
spirit. The serpentine spirit is the one the devil used in seducing Eve in the garden 
of Eden as a Serpent. 

From the interview he put out some months ago, that is causing all this stir. God 
showed it to me two days ago in the spirit and the way he is shifting and rolling his 
body, rolling his spirit. You can see movement that resembles that of a serpent. 
And the other part, of antichrist, is that this work of God that Christ came to start 
and send the Holy Spirit to complete, any soul or spirit or being that wants to 
work against the work of Christ, that wants to deceive people with false doctrine 
and false ideas, pretending they are the saviour of the world, saviour of the chil-
dren or saviour of the Church, is antichrist spirit. Look closely, look closely at the 
demon. This little demon called daddy Freeze, you will see the spirit of antichrist, 
you see the serpentine spirit in him. Look closely at that interview - God played 
it to me in a trance just a few days ago. I saw him moving with gesticulations.

He is filled, that guy is filled with the spirit of lying, falsehood and deception. And 
in Bini language, it says, "omo no gha to oghe, tor gha ra, tor gha ghe" what that 
means is a child that will tell a lie, will steal and commit fornication, adultery and 
prostitution. In the Yoruba language, it says "omo to ba puro, akpanyon, akparo, 
akpanyon, ase Ashawo. Omo to ba puro, akpanyon, akparo, akpanyon, Ashawo" 
what it means is; any child that will steal, that will tell a lie, will commit prostitu-
tion, adultery and fornication will even kill. 
This silly and demonic statement he has made, since he made it, he has led so 
many souls out of the kingdom of God.  He has sent so many souls permanently 
into the hands of lucifer. So many souls have died. So many souls that would have 
been rescued by Jesus, by this his false antichrist and serpentine statement, he 
has killed so many people.  Many people have gone back to their vomit, forni-
cation and adultery. Many are stealing because of this lie. Praise the Lord! The 
risk he has taken talking about tithe, however, trying to reason with his head is 
wrong. The things of God are done from the heart, not from the brain.  That is 
why you see some professors, some specialists or consultants know the letters, 
they know these things, but they don't have it in their heart, they have it in their 
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head, they are confused. He is trying to confuse the house of God, he is trying to 
confuse the men of God, he is trying to confuse children of God. He is trying to 
confuse the weak and vulnerable people and our mission is to rescue them. He is 
trying to confuse them, allowing them to perish. Praise the Lord! 

The penalty for these atrocities, for this demonic and devilish crime that this 
daddy Freeze has committed, the Lord says that he has 3 to 6 months to live or 
change his way, 3 to 6 months. Today is 4th of March 2018, mark it down 3 to 6 
months for every soul that has been lost, that has died because of this false doc-
trine, he is going to lose 1,000 souls among his family and friends. Every soul that 
has been lost he is going to lose it.  And the word of God has gone through me to 
his heart and that word, let me describe what I am going to say in the physical. 
In the physical, when the heart stop working just as his heart is dead to the work 
of God. When the heart stop working you use a defibrillator, you give it some 
charge 2,3,4 times to try to wake the heart because without the heart the brain 
is not functional. People wonder, when do people die? Is it when the brain dies 
or when the heart fails? It is the heart that controls everything. If the brain dies 
and the heart is still working, the person will be paralyzed, in coma or, become 
a vegetable. They can stay for years like that but when the heart dies nothing 
functions, no blood, no water, no oxygen, no nutrients, nothing goes to any part 
of the body. So, this word of God that has gone forth into daddy Freeze's heart, 
tell him, anybody who knows him, share this with him, my information is going to 
be here, he can contact me, he can send his demons, he can send anything after 
me, I don't care. The truth is that within the next 3 to 6 months, he is gone. That 
word of God that has gone to his heart will attempt to awaken his heart to the 
truth. There will be 1 trillion, 1 trillion defibrillations on his heart on a daily basis. 
1 trillion, to try, to try because our God is a merciful God. It is not the design or 
desire of God or Jesus that anybody should perish. His Son already died for us. It 
is for us to live a good life here and go to eternal life. So, after 3 to 6 months, if 
those defibrillations cannot wake up his heart that will make him confess what 
kind of demons and spirit. To confirm these things, I am saying, he is a goner, 
nobody should touch him, nobody should kill him, nobody is asked to touch him, 
he will die of his accord.

The record will be there, except I am not Ademola Usuanlele, the child of God. 
He has to confess, he has to confess and seek salvation within that 6months oth-
erwise he is dying, and he is going straight to hell. All those who have profited 
from this nonsense, all those who have been propagating this nonsense, they 
have 3 to 6 months as well.  Any partaker in evil is guilty. In the physical we call it 
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conspiracy. If you conspire to commit crime, if you conspire to kill others, if you 
conspire to destroy others, conspire to put undue and unnecessary distraction 
and pressure on men and women of God, is a severe punishment.  This same God 
you are looking at, is the same God that rain fire from heaven. It is the same God 
that destroy the Egyptians; The God has not changed, He will never change. He is 
the loving God, He loves us, but He hates evil. If you want to use your body as an 
incubator, as a propagator of serpentine spirit or antichrist spirit, you are in for 
some actions. We will be watching you. 

All the men of God and women of God that you have been attacking and insult-
ing, they are watching you because, you are as good as dead. Those demons that 
are possessing you will eat your flesh, even the vultures don't want to eat your 
flesh because it is contaminated and poisonous to them. Praise the Lord!  No 
matter what happens to you, in this our year of victorious living, I have my victo-
ry.  If you die, it is testimony for me. If you get salvation, it is testimony for me any 
way you look at it. I am a winner, certified winner in the name of the Almighty 
God.  Amen! May the peace of the Lord be with you. 

Those of you who hear this message, take heed least thou be tempted to go 
along the path that this, pardon my language, silly doctor, David or daddy Freeze 
whatever he calls himself, has taken. Don't take that path. It is a path that leads 
to destruction. It is a path that leads unto hell. Don't go with him least you find 
yourself in the same square box. May God help you. If he is concerned about 
churches, concerned about private schools, universities, Church, orphanage 
whatever, hospitals, start your own ministry, get the funds from God. Get the 
funds from him and do what you want to do. Show a good example to others to 
copy. It is one God, it is one spirit. It is one Jesus.  We speak the same language, it 
may sound differently in your ears, but it is the same one God. May God be with 
you, may God guide you, may God lead you to the right decisions within the next 
6 months otherwise you will be surprised. Nobody is going to help you except 
God. Cry to Him now, it is too late for you in Jesus Christ name I pray. Amen!

What Do Women Really Want?

By Ademola Usuanlele, 
The Peace Maker
Kingdom of God
City of Champions 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada,
peace@peacemaker.love
love@admovich.love
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #18 
Intro: The Virtuous Woman Magazine

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY
Titilayo vs Titiliar Parts 9 & 10

Peace of the Lord everyone, my name is Ademola Usuanlele. I am Edmonton, Al-
berta, Canada. Peace of the Lord to you and your beautiful family in this our year 
of Victorious Living in Christ Jesus. Amen! This is going to be a special message. 
You have heard of double threat, triple threat, this is a quadruple threat. I think 
one of the biggest and most ambiguous, we have ever done. It is first and fore-
most, Fresh From The Firing Line #18. Firing Straight From The Heart. It is part of 
our Titilayo vs Titiliar Series; Part 9 and 10. It is also a little bit of an intro about 
the Virtuous Women Magazine and coincidentally it is coming out at a time when 
women around the world are celebrating International Women's Day and they 
will commemorate all their activities and celebrations on March 8. That is why 
its a quadruple threat fresh from the firing line number 18 Titilayo vs Titiliar part 
9 and 10, intro for Virtuous Women's Magazine and International Women's day. 
Praise the Lord! 

I pray that as you read this, read from your heart, not from your head. Read at-
tentively, whatever you agree with, you can accept it, whatever you don't agree 
with, please go and research the information or go on your knees and ask God to 
give you the understanding that you need or reveal the facts to you. You should 
know this, for those who know the Lord, this will be refreshing, for those who 
don't know the Lord, they might find it offensive, but few things are going to be 
mentioned. So, if you feel like peeing or pooping, I will say take time, a few min-
utes pause the message and go and do it, because somethings might make your 
bowels to move. Thank you, praise the Lord! Lord, I pray that your Word go out 
to your children, so that they will be able to receive it in good faith and use it for 
the benefit of themselves, their families, the society and the world. And let it add 
on to their points that will take them to eternal life. 

The scriptures we are going to base most of the conversation on, are Proverbs 
31: 10-31. It is the section that talks about the Virtuous Women in the Bible; 
Holy Bible, Christian Holy Bible, we are going to base it on James 1:27 which talks 
about what we should do and how we should show we love God by loving the 
widows, by loving the little children, the orphans, loving our wives. Also, there is 
Philippians 4:2-3, which talks about Euodia and Syntyche to be of the same mind. 
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That is, they should unite in everything they are doing as a family. Unite and co-
operate with your wife as a man, woman cooperate, unite with your husband. 
And it talks in verse 3 of chapter 4 of Philippians about taking care of the women 
who are amongst us. It is not just taking care of your wife but taking care of all 
the women amongst us because they are a pillar to the society.  If you allow that 
pillar to fall off or break, you will be amazed or stunned at the consequences of 
that pillar falling in the society. 

So just to set this up, this message came together on March 4th at about 6am 
MST, when I was just, kind of praying in the spirit concerning the Virtuous Wom-
en Magazine and then I was praying in the spirit, regarding with what God wants 
us to do in the Titilayo vs Titiliar series; whether we should end it now and go to 
other sections later or we should endure to finish it and suddenly, there was an 
explosion in the spirit. All these things came together. So, read on, some of these 
things you know already. Some of these things are amongst us and you don't pay 
attention to them. Some of these things are spiritual. Open your mind so that 
you can get it. Praise God! 

At the beginning, we had the issue of Eve and the serpent in the garden of Eden, 
how the serpent came and tempted Eve and from there Adam got tempted and 
the world changed, up till when Jesus Christ came as a second Adam, reconciled 
the Church to God and sent the Holy Spirit to take charge of the work of God here 
on earth. We will go into that later.  

The Virtuous Woman Magazine, is a magazine that depicts, depicts and show 
how to live as a Virtuous Woman, as a wife, as a daughter, as an aunt or a sister.
 
This magazine is not a women's magazine. It is a magazine for the family because 
you will learn things that will help your life, help your daughters, help your sis-
ters, help your mother-in-law, help your mom, help your wife and your nieces 
and sisters-in-law.  If you can do those things, you will have a great marriage, you 
will have a great family, you will have a great society. Also, for the women, there 
are some women who are not in the Lord. They are causing a lot of problems 
and issues in their marriages and the society at large. It gives a wake-up call to 
know the right things to do, to protect your children, to protect your marriage, to 
protect your husband, to protect the society, to be who God truly wants you to 
be. Praise God! And there is a relationship between Eve or women and the Holy 
Spirit. We will come back to that later.
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If a woman loves the Lord and applies herself to the work of the Lord, she will be-
come a virtuous woman or a Titilayo or an ideal Eve. If a woman does not receive 
the Lord or do what the Lord is requiring her to do, she will be a problem to the 
society. She will be an issue to her marriage and there will be all kinds of con-
sequences that comes from that. If you look at the way the society is structured 
among the developed countries, you will see that in the developed societies, 
women are given a special privilege, they are protected, they are guarded by the 
government and by the law. Same as children. We will talk about the children 
later. 

In the case of developed societies, if there is any issue in a marriage, the woman 
gets preferential treatment. Well, maybe because they are vulnerable. In most 
of these societies, their laws and/or their rules are based mostly on the laws of 
God. You must protect the women. The women have the best instincts to take 
care of children. They know the pain they went through in the nine months or 
however months they used to conceive their children. They know the pains they 
go through, life and death pains that they go through to birth a child whether 
virginal birth or caesarean birth. And they have the best instinct maternally to 
care for the children. Our responsibility as men, is to make sure that everything 
they need to take care of the home and the children, is provided for our women, 
if possible with no questions asked. 

They love their children, they love their homes, they love their marriages; wheth-
er they are believers or not. They know what is best for them. If they don't know 
the Lord and do things that are not proper, they know the consequences and 
when the consequences come, they do know how to handle/manage them.  So, 
it is very important to show love to your women, to show love to your daughters, 
to show love to your mothers, to show love to your mothers-in-law, to show love 
to your sisters, to show love to your nieces because continuation of life, exten-
sion of life cannot be done without help and cooperation of women. 

If you want to keep the society alive, if you want the society to be more produc-
tive, if you want peace, take care of the women. Take care of the women. If they 
are in the Lord, they are very powerful. In most churches or ministries, more 
than half, most of the time, are women. The other 25% or more are children and 
maybe 25% men.  If you want to build a good church and build a good society 
take care of the women. If you want to destroy the society, neglect the women, 
abuse them, beat them, maltreat them. If you want to bring the society down, 
you want to destroy the government, or you want to destroy any strong man, 
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send them a woman. 

Look at the Bible, it is filled with examples of women bringing down men who 
thought they were powerful until they were humbled. With all the wisdom of 
Solomon, women did not allow him to do what he needed to do to complete 
his mission. Even King David, a woman made him to lose most of what he would 
have gone through, but he was a man who was after God's heart as you know, 
and God rewarded him for his love and work. Look at Samson, a woman did not 
allow him to fulfill all his assignments. If you look at even Joseph, a woman tried 
to destroy him. Imagine if she had succeeded, where would he have been today? 
Unknown, forgotten. 

So, in societies like those in undeveloped countries like in Africa and some other 
areas where people feel it is a great pride to marry one hundred wives, two hun-
dred wives, go after little girls or engage in fornication and adultery and do all 
those kinds of things that do not promote the wellbeing of women and children 
in their societies. Women are used as punching bags. If somebody offends you 
in the office or your friends offend you on the streets, instead of you to punch 
yourselves out on the streets, you come home and take the frustration on your 
wives.  You punch her like a punching bag. That is a demonic spirit in you. It is a 
demonic spirit; it is not of God. If you are a believer or unbeliever, it is inexcus-
able.  Praise the Lord!  

So, if you look at some societies you know, the government play a vital role in 
families. In the developed world, the governments make sure the women are 
number one, children are number two while men are number three or probably 
not regarded at all. It helps to hold the countries together. It helps to hold the na-
tions together. Whether women are believers or not, the government does not 
want to know. The priority is on the women. If there is a domestic issue, the men 
must leave the house. And if there is an issue in the family, the women, except 
something is wrong with them or they are dead, the government gives them the 
children because they have the maternal instincts. So, love the women in your 
life. Encourage them, support them. Let them have a free rain over all your re-
sources. Don't hide your salary from them. Don't hide what you are doing from 
them to avoid distrust and suspicion. 

Women are specially coded. Coded in such a way that, if they are given the au-
thority, resources and/or all the things that they need, they can perform beyond 
imagination, if they are in the Lord. They can perform almost at parallel with 
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the Holy Spirit. They have the best discernment, they have the best spirit, they 
have the maternal instincts. Close to creation, they are next in terms of birthing 
children.  Praise the Lord!

So, women are important, they are important, do not neglect the importance 
of women. Oh! They might be educated, not educated, smart, not smart, pretty, 
not pretty. No, there is some special coding in them that makes them different. 
Different and special. Even when God's Word said: “love your wife as Christ loves 
the Church”. That is a very strong statement. Do you know how much Christ loves 
His Church?  He died for the Church and when He was leaving, He sent a com-
forter, the Holy Spirit to continue His expressions of His love for the church. If we 
look at the roles in the trinity, the way it is setup, we don't want to go in, whether 
the Holy Spirit is male or female. The general concept is that, they are asexual 
and if you look at the way things move around the world, you will find out that 
in most societies, where women are given a free reign, they strive, their societies 
are developed. 

Look at all the undeveloped nations, especially a place like Africa, for example Ni-
geria; where women are disregarded. They are merchandise and they are punch-
ing bags. They are treated as a commodity, as a sex toy, as a whatever you call it, 
they are not supported, and they are not loved.  Look at what is going on there. 
Every kind of issues are strife; prostitution, fornication, adultery, dysfunctional 
societies, dysfunctional homes, dysfunctional children, these are the things we 
are talking about. Praise God! 

For the men in the society, they are there to support the women. What women 
really want from us, what they want is agape love, not sexual love, not financial 
love, not punching bag love, but agape love. Unconditional love, just as Christ 
love the Church unconditionally.  He over looks everything. Praying and believing 
that things will be well with His Church. That is the same mentality we should 
have towards our women. Love them as Christ loves the Church. You know, some 
men will say, we are the head. The women are the neck, without the neck the 
head cannot function. You cannot turn the head without turning the neck. Praise 
God! 

For the case of children there about, the women have a great role to play. The 
men have a great role to play. They must make provisions, pray and make sure 
their wives know the Lord. They themselves need to know the Lord because 
when you have a woman who is a virtuous woman, you have a jackpot and life 
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will be sweet, life will be peaceful. So, in the Virtuous Women Magazine, you are 
going to see a lot of materials and ideas and messages, physical and spiritual that 
will guide you and guard you towards virtuosity or maintaining your virtuosity. 

Thank God for the life of my Apostle, Apostle Deborah Eunice Osagiede, know 
that even before time, she put the Jesus Women Prayer Band in place with the 
support and help other strong women in the society.  As a result, the society has 
changed. This is a society were exporting of prostitutes, exporting of criminals is 
the order of the day literarily in that society. Thank God a lot of people have been 
redeemed. A lot of people have been saved.

There is the New Men in Christ, preparing men, to be loving husbands to their 
wives and children. Then we have the women, Widows in the Nigeria Network 
WINN that is spreading around the world, where the principles in James 1:27 are 
applied to the full extent, even God is marveled. Praise God! We also have the 
orphanage and other activities that ensures that the fragments of the society 
are held together despite the lack of wisdom or demonic and I cannot believe, 
unimaginable activities of the ruling elites or the government in the country Ni-
geria.  Praise God! So that is the truth if you want a great society. 

The developed countries have their own issues. Lot of people are not born again. 
They are not filled with Christ, so it is natural and for all those things to occur 
where women take the rights to extreme. For some women, they are loved by 
their husbands and they say, they don't want to be married. I have seen it in Ed-
monton here and I have seen a couple of videos online. The truth is agape love 
backed by the Holy Spirit, back by the Holy Spirit, is what women need. If we can 
give them that, the society will be sweet. If the woman is real or fake, when you 
apply agape love, all the flaws and ingenuity will emerge. If she is serious and 
committed, she will know the Lord, she will take the advantage and benefits of 
such agape love efforts from her husband. 

If they do not know the Lord, some women can just go on attacking the husband 
and marriage and then run away. Many have run away, they will continue to 
run away because they cannot cope. They are fake. Pray that when you have a 
woman, look for a God-fearing woman. If you are already married and you know 
the Lord, encourage your wife, encourage your family to know the Lord because 
women are the pillar of the society, without that pillar, the society will fall. If you 
know anything about construction, about civil engineering, if the pillar is not 
strong, you cannot put any weight on the pillar. Encourage the women, strength-
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en them, support them. Do not fight with them, do not argue with them, give 
them a free reign to do what they need to do. Just provide guidance, provide 
resources, provide prayers that will help steer the society.
  
So, on behalf of me and my wife Christiana, I want to wish all the women in the 
world, a happy International Women's Day. I want to wish all the Jesus Women 
a happy International Women's Day. I want to wish my Apostle Deb’rah Eunice 
Gordon-Osagiede a happy Women's Day. Thank you mummy for all your efforts, 
thank you for your sacrifice. Thank you, my loving Christiana, for bearing some 
of the rubbish and nonsense I do and say sometimes. I love you, I love you, I love 
you mummy, I love all the Jesus Women all over the world. I love all the women 
in this world. 

I pray as you go forward in the name of the Lord everything that is your heart 
desire, you will get it. May God be with you. Thank you for those who have done 
great works in the past. Thank you for those who are doing great work now and 
thank you for those who will carry the baton and continue this our Great Com-
mission. God bless you. God bless you. May God bless you, may God bless you, 
may God bless and encourage you. May God continue to empower you. May 
you continue to have wisdom and vision and courage to do that which is right 
because without your efforts the enemy; Titiliar or the devil will take control 
and in the name of Jesus Christ that will never happen unless our Lord does not 
live.  If He lives, He will protect, guide and guard every one of you. Praise God! 
Hallelujah!

 Ademola Usuanlele is married with two children for now. He has the full package 
and he is fully loaded for the advancement of the Kingdom of God. His favourite 
scriptures are Philippians 4 (especially verses 13 and 19), Habakkuk 4:2-4, Mat-
thew 6:33, Job 36:11-12, Ephesians 6, 1 Corinthians 13 amongst others. He is a 
publisher and a published author of many books with many more in his pipeline. 
Please visit www.pagemasterpublishing.ca and search for Ademola Usuanlele to 
see the different books he has on offer. Please share your testimonies with him 
and others. Thank you and God bless you!
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #19: 

FIRING STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART:
(MAR. 6, 2018 8:05 AM MST)

During this morning's firing line, the Spirit of God brought up some conversations 
of Apostle Paul under the anointing of the Holy Spirit as seen in the scriptures 
below:

Romans 7:14 - 8:11, Philippians 4 and 1 Corinthians 13.

Under that same anointing, my spirit added my own two cents to the conversa-
tion:

For the sake of PEACE, LOVE & UNITY;

1. Most of what we KNOW, we cannot SAY. 

2. Most of what we SAY, we cannot KNOW

3. What we KNOW and we can SAY is that God will always confirm His WORD.

Hallelujah!

Ademola no odafe Christiana.

Lying, Falsehoods and Deceptions:

https://pagemasterpublishing.ca/shop/ademola-usuanlele/lying-falsehoods-de-
ceptions/?ref=169
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #20: 

FIRING STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART (REV. MAR. 2018)

INTENSIVE WARFARE ENROUTE TO ZION

Before we realized a few days ago regarding what the Spirit of God advised us 
on December 10 about Q1, 2018, it was like what kind of rough play is this in 
"Friendly matches"? Time was running out, so we chose to ratchet things up a 
notch. 

When the Holy Spirit saw the effort, He asked that we initially ratchet things up 
a notch further than we have already ratcheted by our own effort. Now, we are 
asked to include all of you reading and sharing this message to ratchet things up 
a notch in PRAYERS by praying IN THE SPIRIT 2 - 4 hours daily for this month of 
MARCH. Some of you cry and complain over regular one hour a day prayers. That 
is your problem. If you have ever been a target of intense spiritual bombardment 
or you know someone who has been, it will be very unwise of you not to heed 
to this call. Don't wait to be a vanquished before you prepare for a victory. Be on 
top of your "game" (game indeed!).

If you know the critical mass you can amass for yourself primarily before others 
by praying especially in the spirit regularly and for extended time you won't be 
complaining. 

Praying in the spirit gets you in good shape spiritually and it helps to make you 
less dependent on people and things in this world or realm. It slowly but steadily 
transforms you to a spirit being looking more and more like Christ (Christlike, an 
actual Christian). Your spirit communicates faster and more effectively with little 
or no distractions. Things you know and don't know in the physical and spiritual 
are sorted out with God by your spirit.

You will say why this month of March? This month is uniquely positioned this 
year spiritually because first and foremost, it ends and cross over to April 1. April 
1 is the resurrection day; the most significant day in the Christian calendar. The 
victory we have and bragging rights we have and physical and spiritual baptism 
as Christian and getting born again are all tied to this occasion. The defeat of the 
devil is tied to this date (April 1). If you prepare yourself by praying IN THE SPIRIT 
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two to four hours daily you will be in great shape spiritually. If you don't, you may 
end up in April 1 as a fool physically and spiritually (pardon my French).

This is our year of VICTORIOUS LIVING in Jesus Christ mighty name. Amen. It is 
only for those who are in Christ. You can spend your year in strip joints, brothels, 
in front of the TV watching soccer games, big or small brother or home videos or 
Netflix and expect a VICTORIOUS LIVING, please think again. God knows His own. 
He cannot be fooled or mocked.

This month our Apostle sent forth the prophetic theme for March with Genesis 
28:15. God promising to bring "His children" back to the land of promise. Secret 
cult members, adulterers and prostitutes, demonized politicians do not qualify to 
be God's children until they confess and give their lives to Christ otherwise that 
land (heaven) is not for them.

Our Prophetic words for March is based on Psalm 132:13-16. We are matching 
to Zion or Heaven. Only those who abandon their evil ways will make it to Zion. 
If you like donate $1Trillion to the church, you cannot come to Zion if you have 
not been washed by the Spirit of God using the blood of Jesus Christ. You are 
better off taking some change from the trillion dollars to buy all the versions of 
the BIBLE to read until you get a baptism of the Holy Spirit to deliver you from 
every form of sin in your life. 

So, brethren equip yourselves with intense praying in the spirit so that you don't 
become a victim or fool at the receiving end of defeated demons. They like un-
faithful believers for breakfast. They don't eat lunch and super because they are 
too stingy even to themselves. 

With love 

peace@peacemakers.love
love@admovich.love

Ademola and Christiana Usuanlele.
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #21: 
FIRING STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART (REV. MAR. 8, 2018 AM MST)

The Song Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko (Decoded)

Good News! The heavenly tongue song Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko has finally been 
revealed or decoded under intense friendly fire during a firing line. Stay tuned. 
Let's set this up first.

SETUP:

On September 13, 2017 9:32 AM (MST) in Edmonton Alberta Canada, during my 
morning kingdom advancement prayers warfare, I was praying and singing in the 
spirit and suddenly my spirit got stuck on a particular tongue and this tongue 
took over the singing and praying. As this went on, it became obvious to me that 
this was a heavenly song and a capturable tongue. I tried to capture it on my 
phablet, but I couldn't work on it in the heat of the moment.

Finally, I went to my office to apply Habakkuk 2:2-3 by putting the vision on tablet 
(paper). This is how the Heavenly song Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko was captured and 
written in minutes. We will talk about the structure and interpretation of the 
tongue in the song Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko. 

STRUCTURE AND INTERPRETATION OF THE TONGUE 

When the Heavenly tongue song was captured on paper it was sequenced as two 
verses times twice (× twice) for the chorus and five stanzas as directed by the 
Spirit of God. You will see why later. Each of the five (5) stanzas was sequenced 
just like the chorus. The chorus opened and closed this Heavenly tongue song.

Significantly, when we expanded the song, we got six verses for the chorus and 
five stanzas without paying any attention to the details. We were in the period 
when the Trinity was being celebrated when this Heavenly tongue song came 
through. Please do not at any time mistake this Heavenly tongue song with the 
"thong song" of a few decades ago. The former is a spiritual song and the later 
a worldly and a sinful song. The song was originally known as a "A Thanksgiving 
Song Celebrating The Trinity".
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This song has been recorded and a limited release was done on April 1, 2018. It is 
like no other song I have heard. It is truly a Heavenly song. Fully coded and load-
ed with the entire power and Spirit of the Trinity. You have to hear it to believe 
it. You cannot help but to shake your body when you hear this Heavenly tongue 
song. 

Now to coding and decoding and revelations about Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko song, it 
gets very interesting to see the awesomeness of God and of trusting God. During 
the studio recording last Thursday March 8, 2018, the recording team were re-
questing to add some intro to the song. Working remotely with them, I declined 
all the suggested intro because this is a Heavenly tongue song, and nothing can 
be added or removed by us. 

Suddenly, the Holy Spirit stepped in on behalf of the Trinity; the owners of the 
song. He said for intro use: 

"This is a Heavenly song celebrating the Trinity for the removal of the mark of the 
enemy from our lives"

While still stunned by the intro, the Holy Spirit took my spirit for a quick and brief 
tutorial. The song Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko was brought out in the spirit. He said 
look at this song, each stanza and the chorus have "6" verses, the chorus plus the 
5 stanzas are equal to "6". There are "6" choruses in this Heavenly tongue song. 
From above you see "666" that is why it is called a celebration of the Trinity for 
the removal of the mark (666) of the enemy from our lives.

Now, you have seen some coding and decoding and revelations about Ni Ka Ra 
Ma Ko Ko Ko. Keep praying harder than before for this Heavenly tongue song to 
remove the mark of the enemy from our lives and for those of us without the 
mark to help us keep it off until the day of our Lord and personal Saviour Jesus 
Christ. Amen. 

For this song, the Holy Spirit is commanding you to dance either in the spirit or in 
the physical. May the WORD be with you and your beautiful family in Jesus Christ 
mighty name. Amen. 

With love 
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Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko 
Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko 

God bless you. 

Jesus loves you. 

With Agape Love,

Brother Ademola Usuanlele.
*The Peace Maker*
peace@peacemakers.love 
*Kingdom of God*
City of Champions 
*Edmonton Alberta Canada*
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #22: 

FIRING STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART (REV. MAR. 8, 2018 PM MST)

SUDDENLY OUR CLOUD EXPANDED

During our firing line of late evening of March 8, 2018, the same day the heav-
enly song (Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko) was decoded in the early morning, the Spirit 
of God spoke three times after which we called off the firing line in gratefulness 
and thanksgiving. The three messages are somewhat related to our work in ditch 
digging and project developments. 

Let's set this up with some scriptures:

Job 36:11-12 (NKJV)

11 If they obey and serve Him,
They shall spend their days in prosperity,
And their years in pleasures.
12 But if they do not obey,
They shall perish by the sword,
And they shall die without knowledge.

Hosea 4:6 (NKJV)

My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge. Because you have rejected 
knowledge, I also will reject you from being priest for Me; Because you have 
forgotten the law of your God, I also will forget your children.

Hebrews 11:6 (NKJV)

But without faith it is impossible to please Him, for he who comes to God must 
believe that He is, and that He is a rewarder of those who diligently seek Him.

1. The Spirit of God said anyone who has been connecting to Jesus Christ through 
the messages we have been posting including our Daily Bread of Life will get a 
halt and a reversal of any medical condition they have been contending with, 
starting from this month of March 2018. You have to believe Jesus Christ has 
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done it by faith and maintain your faith. Glory!!!

2. The second message is for all the courageous men, women, youth and our 
children who been involved with our ditch digging for the kingdom of God and 
project developments directly and indirectly in cash and in kind, as volunteers, 
investors, partners and donors. 

The Lord has spoken that every later rain of yours have been converted to an 
early rain. It means every situation you want to overcome will be overcome ear-
lier than expected. You victory, and testimonies will come earlier for you than 
expected. Remain faithful and persevere. It is finished! God has done it.

3. A spirit-led development effort proposed for Edo State, Nigeria has generated 
a spiritual cloud over the state. More like a spiritual surveillance drone. During 
our firing line of March 8, 2018, while praying in the spirit, this cloud suddenly 
expanded before my eyes. It is very large now. The original cloud was purely for 
the project developments efforts. Checking for readiness of the environment and 
location selection for the project. 

Then I asked the spirit of God what the extra cloud is for? He said it is aerial 
support for the committed and faithful believers in the trenches and those dig-
ging the ditches for the advancement of the kingdom of God by all means in 
the region. I will not give further details than this. Just imagine the role of aerial 
support and drones in conventional warfare.

To get a further clue, look at the front cover of AD.MO.VI.CH 1st album titled: "A 
Few Drops From The Cloud" when it is released next week (April 1, 2018).

On behalf of Christiana and I and other fellow labourers in the vineyard of God, 
we thank you all for your support and prayers. We thank you all who have allowed 
the devil and its agents to use you against us and others for you have helped to 
strengthen our love for He who have been seeing us through all situations. 

Your time is up "Surrender to Jesus Christ now". A song in the album. If you al-
ready have access to the song Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko or you want to get it later, 
please spend one hour daily as a family to dance to this heavenly song as part of 
your daily devotional program. Please share your testimonies as they stream in.

God bless you. 
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Jesus loves you. 

With Agape Love,

Brother Ademola Usuanlele.
*The Peace Maker*
peace@peacemakers.love 
*Kingdom of God*
City of Champions 
*Edmonton Alberta Canada*
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #23: 
FIRING STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART
(REV. MAR. 10, 2018 8:05 AM MST)

WHAT IS JESUS CHRIST (GOD) TO US

A quick note. Please don't look at #23 and wonder if you missed #'s 20, 21 and 
22. Trust me. You have not missed them. Though they are in-house, there is a 
conversation going on the physical and spiritual whether they are internal or 
external matters. Let Jesus Christ be the judge. There is a shot from the firing line 
on December 10, 2017 which was deemed internal, but it is causing a headache 
for a lot of people in the Q1 2018 including the messengers because it was not 
chronicled. Sorry!! Trust Jesus Christ more (Habakkuk 2:2-4)

It is not the work or intention of God to instill fear in the hearts of people. That 
is the main preoccupation of the devil. He is so scared and worries about what 
Jesus Christ will do next. He has nothing to offer his agents and the weak and 
vulnerable amongst us other than fear. Most of these "beings" out of fear and 
lack of wisdom go out there in the world to engage themselves in activities and 
thoughts that generate more fears, worries and anxieties at geometric and un-
precedented rates. You look at them and wonder, is this foolishness or madness 
or both?

Now to the shots from firing line #23:

The Spirit of God is saying that the devil will come roaring like a lion, fear not 
stand firm as a child of God (1 Peter 5:8). Look closely, the lion has no teeth and 
no claws. The devil is no match for Jesus Christ the Lion of Judah. Jesus Christ 
have you covered. 

Submit to God, resist the devil and its agents and they will flee from you (James 
4:7).

The devil and its agents may know a trick or two, they may perform one magic 
or the other or they may engage in one demonic "dark arts" or the other. Know 
now that all these nonsense are nothing compared to the power of our almighty 
God. He is the omnipotent God. (Revelations 19:7) His strength and power can 
never diminish. HALLELUJAH!
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Those who know their God shall do exploits. 

The devil can pretend he is in on a lot of actions in a lot of places. Don't be fooled 
by this Arch-liar or Titiliar. Only Jesus Christ can be omnipresent (Proverbs 15:3)

The devil and its agents can pretend that they have some knowledge or worldly 
wisdom. Ask him in all his "knowledge and wisdom" if he knows how he was 
made and when he was made and lastly ask him when the final judgement day 
will be? Even those Professors will make better effort to attempt to give a less 
ridiculous answer than the devil himself.

Only Jesus Christ can claim omniscient. (1 John 3:20, Hebrews 4:13, 1 Chronicles 
28:9)

Now, with this shot fired today, you decide in whose hands you want to put your 
life here on earth and in eternity. Jesus Christ or the liar, thief, murderer, fornica-
tor, adulterer and prostitute, the devil? Come to Jesus Christ now if have not be-
fore it is too late for you and your beautiful family. A Word is enough for the wise. 

Jesus loves you. 

With Agape Love,

Brother Ademola Usuanlele.
The Peace Maker
peace@peacemakers.love 
Kingdom of God
City of Champions 
Edmonton Alberta Canada
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #24

FIRING STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART (REV. MAR. 25, 2018 11:22 PM MST)

DEVIL THE TRUTH TELLER? YES OOO!!!

All we hear about the devil is: The devil is a liar always. You lying devil! You liar! 
You little devil! They are all true statements. Contrary to popular or general opin-
ions, the devil actually tells more truth than lies everyday than most people who 
are out-doing their master the devil by being pathological liars. You will need to 
take a lot of medications before you hear them speak because taking it after may 
be unsafe or too late for you. They have become so demonized that the devil 
takes instructions from them. Oooh. Spooky!!!

Let's get back to the truth that the devil tells more truth than lies. Please be 
patient and don't wonder where Ademola is heading with this again. Remember 
this is fresh from the firing line and it is coming to you free of charge straight from 
the heart (where the Spirit of God is housed). So, wondering can lead to wander-
ing and wandering can make you end up in spiritual wilderness. Wilderness is not 
the greatest place to be especially in this end times. 

This month of March has been the best month in this our year of VICTORIOUS 
LIVING in Jesus Christ. The Spirit of God has been speaking and the devil has been 
speaking too. As a child of God, nothing should shock or surprise us anymore 
because we know that devil is a liar always but what most of us do not realize is 
that the devil is more into truth telling business than lying. Let's jump in. 

Popular saying is: With special arrangements the devil can see God. Very true. Be 
patient. To be confirmed a saint in the Catholic church, the devil's advocate must 
confirm without a doubt that presented miracles are authentic. If the devil says 
it is a true miracle then you become a saint. No exception. 

Revelation 12:10 (NKJV)

10 Then I heard a loud voice saying in heaven, “Now salvation, and strength, and 
the kingdom of our God, and the power of His Christ have come, for the accuser 
of our brethren, who accused them before our God day and night, has been cast 
down.
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Matthew 4:1-11 (NKJV) Satan Tempts Jesus

1.Then Jesus was led up by the Spirit into the wilderness to be tempted by the 
devil. 

2. And when He had fasted forty days and forty nights, afterward He was hungry. 

3. Now when the tempter came to Him, he said, “If You are the Son of God, com-
mand that these stones become bread.”

4. But He answered and said, “It is written, ‘Man shall not live by bread alone, but 
by every word that proceeds from the mouth of God.’”

5. Then the devil took Him up into the holy city, set Him on the pinnacle of the 
temple, 6 and said to Him, “If You are the Son of God, throw Yourself down. For 
it is written:

‘He shall give His angels charge over you,’

and,

‘In their hands they shall bear you up,
Lest you dash your foot against a stone.’”

7. Jesus said to him, “It is written again, ‘You shall not tempt the Lord your God.’”

8. Again, the devil took Him up on an exceedingly high mountain, and showed 
Him all the kingdoms of the world and their glory. 

9. And he said to Him, “All these things I will give You if You will fall down and 
worship me.”

10. Then Jesus said to him, “Away with you, Satan! For it is written, ‘You shall 
worship the Lord your God, and Him only you shall serve.’”

11. Then the devil left Him, and behold, angels came and ministered to Him.
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1 Peter 5:8 (NKJV)

8. Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil walks about like a roar-
ing lion, seeking whom he may devour.

We have seen some scriptures above, some of you will be wondering how they 
relate to the truth telling part of the devil. When the devil goes to accuse sinners 
of their sin in heaven, he does not roar like a lion in heaven, he is very gentle and 
very nice as most lawyers do before a judge or the way police officers behave 
before lawyers or judges do to superior authority. The truth is the devil himself 
knows the dangers of lying before God.

With Agape Love,

Brother Ademola Usuanlele.
The Peace Maker
peace@peacemakers.love 
Kingdom of God
City of Champions 
Edmonton Alberta Canada
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #25
FIRING STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART (REV. MAR. 26, 2018 3:36 PM MST)

GRACE! WHO MAKES GRACE? HOW DO I REFILL MY GRACE?

WHAT IS GRACE:

THE MEANING OF GRACE: The word 'grace' (CHEN in Hebrew, CHARIS in Greek), 
as it is used in the scriptures, literally means 'favour', to bend or stoop in kind-
ness to another as a superior to an inferior. ... His grace has been termed 'Un-
earned kindness' but it is more than an attitude of favour or mercy.

Source:

Hebrew Roots/Restoration/Grace & Law/Grace - Wikibooks, open ...

2 Corinthians 12:9-10 New International Version (NIV)

9. But he said to me, “My grace is sufficient for you, for my power is made perfect 
in weakness.” Therefore, I will boast all the more gladly about my weaknesses, so 
that Christ’s power may rest on me. 

10. That is why, for Christ’s sake, I delight in weaknesses, in insults, in hardships, 
in persecutions, in difficulties. For when I am weak, then I am strong.

Romans 6:1-2 (NKJV)
Dead to Sin, Alive to God

6. What shall we say then? Shall we continue in sin that grace may abound? 2 
Certainly not! How shall we who died to sin live any longer in it?

Job 36:11-12 (NKJV)

11. If they obey and serve Him,
They shall spend their days in prosperity,
And their years in pleasures.

12. But if they do not obey,
They shall perish by the sword,
And they shall die without knowledge
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*Message completed as audio in Agape Love Series Audio, it will be found in 
the Agape Love Series the book version and on Groupe Haus Inc channel on 

YouTube. It is not able to make it to this book because of schedule and time con-
straints. Thank you for your interest. God bless you and your beautiful family. 

We love you.
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #26
FIRING STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART (REV. MAR. 29, 2018 10:06 AM MST)

FEAR OF FEAR AND FEAR OF DEATH (AGAPE LOVE)

Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko 
Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko 

All the worldly precautions we take against death are motivated by fear or pho-
bia. Most people die from fear itself than what they are afraid of. Fear produces 
some coded messages to all the organs of the body which slowly but steadily kills 
the individual. By engaging in negative thoughts knowingly or unknowingly, you 
are constantly on every moment spiritually conversing with the spirit of death; 
devil and its agents whose hard currencies are to constantly convert fear to death 
and death to fear continuously with thousands of people dying in process daily as 
collateral damages. Leaving people to wonder what is killing them. The trickster 
devil is responsible for it all.

Be careful what you wish for or what you fear most because you will surely get 
it. Some people call it negative thoughts or thinking or law of attraction. You will 
get what you meditate on the most.

Read Philippians 4 often. There are jackpots of coded messages that will hard-
en you such that the devils will lose their teeth permanently if they make any 
attempted attempt to use you or your family members for their kind of commu-
nion.

Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko 
Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko

Fear itself is a sin. Once fear creeps in into your heart, sorry you have sinned. You 
have to immediately flood your heart with every scriptures and songs and prayer 
you know. Fear is like a virus or a wild fire. The easy antidote is love; preferably 
agape love, that is the magic bullet. Those daredevils do their stunts because 
they have removed fear completely from their hearts; that is why they are called 
daredevils. They DARE DEVIL to kill them. Even when some die, they die with a 
smile on their faces.
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We used to joke around that someone who is scared has no liver. Most of the 
time fear weakens your heart, liver and other organs. Eating liver boosts your 
heart, liver and other organs. That is physical health. If you surrender to Jesus 
Christ, a healthy diet of His WORD, praise, worship, prayers and His communion 
of flesh and blood will extend your life and you will not die from fear of fear or 
fear of death 

This shot FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE is dedicated to the ministers of God, 
counsellors and prayer warriors who continuously intercede and counsel others 
when fear and doubt set in.

May you remember that the Agape Love of Christ and sweet fellowship of the 
Holy Spirit are available for you and your beautiful family when fear or doubts 
knock at your hearts in Jesus Christ mighty name. Amen. 

Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko 

Jesus loves you. 

With Agape Love,

Brother Ademola Usuanlele.
The Peace Maker
peace@peacemakers.love 
Kingdom of God
City of Champions 
Edmonton Alberta Canada
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #27

FIRING STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART (REV. MAR. 30, 2018 10:06 AM MST)

THIS MADE ME CRY THIS MORNING (AGAPE LOVE)

For me to weep this morning in the spirit during firing line, trust me it was a bitter 
sweet moment. For the believers, it is a glorious occasion. For the unbelievers it 
is a "live and let's die" occasion because it is really finished today unlike past cru-
cifixion days. The end is indeed near. For scientists, even though the results make 
them look foolish and dumb, they will consider it, a Eureka moment. 

In the last two weeks, while ramping up and ratcheting things up a notch in line 
with the prophetic themes of the month of March, reviewing the manmade 
droughts and famine on the earth, the hardened hearts of the rich against God 
and the poor and the compassionlessness (does this word exist? If it does not, 
mark it against my name) of our leaders and ruling elites and royal houses around 
the world, we have come across a few treats (threats) from the Kingdom of God 
during these firing lines. 

As guardians of the vision; not bearers of the vision, we stand on guard still 
watching in the spirit and in the physical day and night as all guards do except 
that our weapons are not carnal. Enough! 

These last seven days leading to today, the crucifixion day, has been very exciting 
for me because in Jesus Christ trying to expose me to some deeper truths about 
Agape love, since Christiana and I have taken the pains of scratching the surface 
of Agape love by putting two books on AGAPE LOVE LETTERS together, He asked 
the Holy Spirit to take me around to see more. It was March last year, we crossed 
paths with the “Peace of the Lord”. Same thing. He revealed to us ten different 
types or uses of “Peace of the Lord” and He gave us “Blood of Innocent Nigerians 
Cry Out To God”. 

Now it is Agape love. We told you what nobody on the surface of the earth has 
received not to talk of voicing; the fact the devil on his millions of trips a day to 
heaven to accuse the brethren in the presence of God tells only the truth in the 
presence of God because even the thought of lying or exaggeration can vapour-
ize him. So, the other items that we have been able to clarify in heaven are as 
follows:
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1. THE BLOOD OF JESUS CHRIST: The blood which was shed 2,000+ years ago is 
still alive as ever. We can still call on it and in fact it is like calling the on name 
of Jesus Christ. It is our insurance and safety always. You have to be a believer 
to take full advantage of it. If an unbeliever calls on the blood of Jesus Christ for 
salvation, knowing the purpose of the blood, he/she will be saved by the blood 
of Jesus Christ. 

2. MARS; THE RED PLANET??? That is what the "supposedly rocket scientist, as-
tronauts, astronomers and astrophysicists and all other budget-sappers" want 
you to believe from their own myopic and limited knowledge. Several trillions of 
useful dollars that could have been invested in other useful areas of human life 
are burnt up and down empty space with rockets with nothing. accomplished. 
Look at NASA today, almost redundant and irrelevant. Hitch rides with the Rus-
sians and now subcontract cargo haulage to Space X; the new little kid on the 
block.

The truth from what I saw this week in one of the few trips this week, courtesy of 
the Holy Spirit on Mr. Agape Love's (Jesus Christ) invitation, Mars is by no means 
a red planet. It is a dark-reddish brown coloured planet. This will surprise you, 
you can go to heaven to find out, there is only one red planet in the entire uni-
verse amongst the billions of planets in this universe.

THE REAL RED PLANET IS EARTH. When you look at the earth from the heavens, 
it is evident that it has been carefully chosen for God's children. It is completely 
surrounded or covered with the blood of Jesus Christ after crucifixion. So, when 
we say we are covered by blood of Jesus Christ, yes, we are truly covered by 
blood of Jesus Christ. There is more to it than you can imagine. 

Please wait until Part 2 to get more. You will be surprised. Trust Jesus Christ 
more. Happy Crucifixion Day.

Ademola and Christiana Usuanlele 
For: Peace Maker
peace@peacemakers.love
Kingdom of God
City of Champions
Edmonton Alberta Canada 
Amagba Edo State Nigeria
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #27 Part 2
FIRING STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART (REV. MAR. 30, 2018 10:06 AM MST)

Continuing from the last paragraph of Part 1.

THE REAL RED PLANET IS EARTH. When you look at the earth from the heavens, 
it is evident that it has been carefully chosen for God's children. It is completely 
surrounded or covered with the blood of Jesus Christ after crucifixion. So, when 
we say we are covered by the blood of Jesus Christ, yes, we are truly covered by 
blood of Jesus Christ. There is more to it than you can imagine. 

THE DARK BARRIER OR CLOUD: There is however, a dark cloud in the space be-
tween the earth and the cover of the blood of Jesus Christ. Most spiritual warfare 
occurs at this dark cloud. When the angels are coming to earth or returning to 
the heavens, they have to fight their way through this demonic barrier. If we 
are righteous and steadfast in the Lord. This dark cloud is always inexistent for 
us, because we have nothing to stop our direct access to the Kingdom of God. 
Prayers and divine visitations are common place and common occurrence for us. 
Glory!!!!!

We love you gedegbe and kakabo

Ademola and Christiana Usuanlele 
For: Peace Maker
peace@peacemakers.love
Kingdom of God
City of Champions
Edmonton Alberta Canada 
Amagba Edo State Nigeria
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #28
FIRING STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART (REV. 2017) PART 1

"OBYKS, MAKANJUOLA, COSMAS, ET AL WHAT ARE ALL THESE PLANETS FOR?"

TOO MANY PLANETS! FOR WHAT?

ANCHOR SCRIPTURES: Please see these anchor scriptures below, read them; you 
will see the connection later. God bless you.

Genesis 1 (NKJV) The History of Creation

1. In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 2 The earth was with-
out form, and void; and darkness was on the face of the deep. And the Spirit of 
God was hovering over the face of the waters..........

1 Corinthians 2:9 (NKJV)

9. But as it is written:

“Eye has not seen, nor ear heard,
Nor have entered into the heart of man
The things which God has prepared for those who love Him.”

MOCKUP:

HOUSTON: Edmonton! Edmonton!! Edmonton!!! Come in for Houston!

EDMONTON: Go ahead Houston!

HOUSTON: Edmonton! We have a problem!

EDMONTON: Houston! Confirm. You have a problem!

HOUSTON: ROGER! Roger! Edmonton. 

EDMONTON: Houston! What is your problem? 
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HOUSTON: All the best and brightest astronauts and cosmonauts in the world 
are in the outer space on a special G4 classified mission specially funded by the 
world powers, the top principalities and powers and leaders of the top occultic 
and atheist group to finally confirm that God, the Jehovah and heavens do not 
exist.

EDMONTON: Houston! This your story is getting too long. We have lots of future 
champions we are training here to maintain our status as the City of Champions. 
Houston! Please go straight to the point or problem. What exactly is happening 
out there?

HOUSTON: The astronauts and cosmonauts in the spacecraft have stopped com-
municating with flight control. Edmonton! We need your help. All we can hear 
from the spacecraft is sounds of rapid and aggressive peeing and pooping in a 
diarrheal fashion. They have their diapers but with the volume of pooping and 
peeing going on, the spacecraft will full of s**t in no time.

EDMONTON: What was your last communication with the crew Houston?

HOUSTON: The flight commander (Obyks) and deputy commander (Makanjuola) 
seemed to be distressed by what they saw up there in outer space. They were 
talking simultaneously about so many planets, so many, many planets. We asked 
them. How many planets out there? Their response was: very many planets; mil-
lions, billions, trillions, who knows? They were going to start muttering some-
thing about no God and no heavens when we started hearing them passing gas 
(farts) very violently followed by an aggressive and rapid peeing and pooping. All 
we hear now is pooping and peeing going on in the spacecraft. We don't want 
them to drown in their own s**t.

It looks like they have been struck by a spell up there just as they were about 
start rejoicing that there was no God and heavens did not exist. 

EDMONTON: Wow! This is some deep s**t! How can we help Houston?

HOUSTON: We need to get Obyks, Makanjuola, Cosmas and other smart and 
wise men out of there quickly because they are getting covered by their own 
s**t.
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EDMONTON: We can help! We have a lot of champions here in Edmonton who 
know the secret path to heaven and back to earth who can do it. The only chal-
lenge here is that in Edmonton, adults don't wear diapers. We will ask Oliver 
Centre if they have any 2 - 4 years old in their daycare who will volunteer to go 
to God to get the cure to the issue with these supposedly "smartest and wisest" 
astronauts and cosmonauts in the world. We will code the message to Oliver 
Centre to avoid panic. Standby Houston!

EDMONTON: Oliver Centre! Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko 
Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko 

OLIVER CENTRE: Edmonton! Jesus Christ Ko Ko Ko 
Holy Spirit ko ko ko 

EDMONTON: Oliver Centre! Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko 
Jehovah ko ko ko 
Jehovah ko ko ko

OLIVER CENTRE: Almighty God Ko Ko Ko 
Almighty God Ko Ko Ko
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #28
FIRING STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART (REV. 2017 & MAR 2018)

PART 2: "OBYKS, MAKANJUOLA, COSMAS, ET AL WHAT ARE ALL THESE PLANETS 
FOR?"

TOO MANY PLANETS! FOR WHAT?

ANCHOR SCRIPTURES: Please see these anchor scriptures below, read them; you 
will see the connection later. God bless you.

Genesis 1 (NKJV) The History of Creation

1. In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 2 The earth was with-
out form, and void; and darkness was on the face of the deep. And the Spirit of 
God was hovering over the face of the waters..........

1 Corinthians 2:9 (NKJV)

9. But as it is written:

“Eye has not seen, nor ear heard,
Nor have entered into the heart of man
The things which God has prepared for those who love Him.”

MAIN EVENT:

Oh Lord of the heavens, the earth and the unending galaxies! I thank you for this 
golden and private opportunity to share a little bit of the so much that you have 
revealed to me your son. Not that I deserve it but out of your magnanimity and 
Agape love, you chose me for this divine assignment. Thank you for strength-
ening me and for ensuring that my well never runs dry. Thank you for being my 
present help in times of trouble. Thank you for being my refuge and ensuring that 
my own sword of the spirit is present always in times of trouble. It has been a 
very sweet fellowship with the HOLY SPIRIT in Jesus Christ mighty name. Amen.
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Now going back to the issues with best astronauts and cosmonauts pooping and 
peeing on themselves in the spacecraft and the whiz kid called Ted Johnson with 
his record-breaking trip to heaven to get the codes to solve the easy problems 
confronting the astronauts and cosmonauts. 

The decoding of codes are in: 

1. The first issue of the astronauts and cosmonauts pooping and peeing on them-
selves in the spacecraft was caused by lucifer the enemy of God. He was scared of 
the consequences of the astronauts and cosmonauts in the spacecraft just about 
to start mocking God that He did not exist and that there is no heaven. Lucifer 
knows the consequences of mocking as stated in:

Galatians 6:7 (NKJV)

7. Do not be deceived, God is not mocked; for whatever a man sows, that he will 
also reap.

Continued in this classic book:

PRINCIPIA Dominus cælum et terram, ET VIA LACTEA

PRINCIPLES OF THE HEAVENS, EARTH AND THE GALAXY
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FACEBOOK SPECIAL EDITION: FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE:
FIRING STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART (MAR. 26, 2018 7:35 PM MST)

Without giving too much info, you are hereby advised to backup (make a copy) 
of all your content in your FACEBOOK account within the next 7 days. Today is 
March 27, 2018. As you are led, you can decide to close or keep your Facebook 
(fakebook) account.

Critical things you should do are;

1. Backup your pictures/images and videos 
2. If you have friends and family members who are Facebook only friends, try to 
get their email addresses and phone numbers to remain in contact with them 
should you lose access to your account during this period of Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko 
Ko. 

Background:
We have been observing them in the physical and in the spiritual since February 
2016. They have been becoming more daring and brutal and obnoxiously rude 
and arrogant. We have been using the HOLY SPIRIT inspired workarounds to en-
gage them in spiritual warfare. We have been one step ahead of them. In Decem-
ber last year (2017), as we were ramping up and beginning to ratchet things up a 
notch, Facebook bit off our tail with flimsy excuses.

That is the main reason why the December 10 warning about hard times in Q1 
2018 and Isaac's testimonies were missed. Apologies again everyone. We en-
gaged them through different channels directly and indirectly for two months 
with our tail in their hand and the little demons have been claiming they are 
trying to protect me from unwanted intrusions. 

Three weeks ago, after a sweet firing line session, I got a WORD for them: 3 - 5 
years they will be off the scene like others we cannot name. I shared with some 
of our friends and partners. The following week this drama started. As at Thurs-
day of last week, $159 billion has been wiped off their market capitalization. 
Imagine if a fraction of this money was used for charity? They are busy biting off 
people's tails because I just found it unnecessary to pay them to boost my mes-
sages. PLEASE SHARE THIS IMPORTANT MESSAGE. 
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Thank you, Holy Spirit, for fighting for your servants and children. Ni Ka Ra Ma 
Ko Ko Ko 

Expect the song Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko. We are trying to see how we can stream 
it 24×7 via Groupe Haus Inc website free to anywhere and device or platform 
with internet capabilities. The song is it. Freedom, Victory, Healing, Agape love, 
Heavenly martial song. Dance and culture friendly. Truly universal as music is 
meant to be.

Ademola Usuanlele 
GHI, HESL, AD.MO.VI.CH
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GOVERNOR OBASEKI:
CAUTION! DANGEROUS SPEED BUMPS AHEAD

SPECIAL FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE FIRING STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART 
(MAR. 14, 2018 9:25 AM MST)

Dear Governor Obaseki,

Peace of the Lord to you and your beautiful family in this our year of VICTORIOUS 
LIVING in Jesus Christ mighty name. Amen. 

Please note that: "most of what we KNOW we cannot SAY and most of what we 
SAY we do not KNOW. What we KNOW and we can SAY is that God will always 
confirm His WORD".

Once again, I appreciate your efforts in honouring and working with my Apostle 
and Mummy Deb'rah Eunice Gordon-Osagiede. I will tell you in truth and in spirit 
that there is no other human in this world like her. In spirit, she can fill in for the 
Holy Spirit.

For me, I am just a servant/messenger. Which is the reason for bringing you this 
lovely news from God. Our God says my people perish because they lack knowl-
edge (Hosea 4:6). He also says: put the vision in writing on tablet so that those 
who see it may run with it. The vision is for an appointment time. It will surely 
speak...(Habakkuk 2:2-3).

About 9:25 AM MST on March 14, 2018, while I was still thanking God for ev-
erything He is doing for His children and specifically for the great news of Oba 
Eware's prohibition of prostitution and other related criminal activities overseas. 
The Spirit of God beckoned on me for a quick chat.

He made me to understand that this is a good start but a mere scratch on the 
surface. He asked that I inform Governor Obaseki that he's got "monkeys on his 
back" This is what will define his political career. It will either break him or make 
him. Even though the Oba made pronouncements, success or failure is your re-
sponsibility. 
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1. You have to set up aggressive and achievable programs in a unity government 
to ensure sufficient buy-in to address the:
 
A. 90% -99% hard currencies inflow shortfall from the sanctioned sector 

B. Sudden and aggressive demand for source of livelihood; jobs, skills acquisi-
tions and entrepreneurship programs. 

C. Wildness from vicarious living abroad which can only be contained by the agape 
love of Jesus Christ using the Holy Spirit (my Apostle Deb'rah Gordon-Osagiede 
has been containing many such for years)

2. How do you replace the incomes of the prostitutes, 419ers, secret cult and 
members of the occult and their supporting witch doctors who get $10k -- $100k 
or more daily with no education and no skills. Only the ability to use demonic 
means to strip others of their hard-earned money and possessions under false 
pretenses (N.C.C. 4.1.9). Only Jesus Christ can do it through the HOLY SPIRIT. My 
Apostle can do that. When saved and forgiven by Jesus Christ, you will get vol-
unteers, ministers of God and all sorts of redeemed professionals & business 
people. You will be amazed at the transformational power of God.

3. Forget about second term or no second term. Have this people's salvation as 
your primary objective. Hold on tight to our Apostle very tightly. Don't be shy or 
afraid to ask her any question; personal or professional. She has a higher office 
than all of you including the Pope. Yes. The Pope. Prof Ambrose Ali and Dr. S. O. 
Ogbemudia were not very appreciated while in office but the so-called little they 
did are the only things we have in Edo State today. 

Internationally, consider Barack Obama and Jimmy Carter. Both of them are Nobel 
peace prize laureate. Both of them are democrats & past presidents of the USA. 
Carter was rubbished as president by opposition republicans as a non-achiever. 
He served only one term after which as a Baptist, him and his wife "went about 
doing good". His Nobel peace prize was for what he did after leaving office most-
ly for Africa and peace negotiations, elections monitoring, Habitat for humanity. 
Till today he still builds houses with his bare hands. All other presidents com-
bined in US cannot boast of pure charity like him. All of the presidents after him 
have not gotten close to that except Obama. Monica Lewinsky issue painfully has 
disqualified Clinton for a long time. God may grant him favour.
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Obama got his prize before getting into office for his heart and ability to connect 
with the youths. If you have the youths you have the land and the future. I will 
not go into coded stuff about Nobel prizes. If you want to know in the future, we 
can chat about it. Obama won his first election with the slogan: Yes! We Can. It 
is based off the scriptures Philippians 4:13. By divine revelation, intense fire and 
attack in 2003, God gave me Philippians 4 as my summary of the bible 6 - 7 years 
before Obama used it

For second term, he used “Hope”. You may wonder: Why is Ademola saying all 
these? The Word Hope is the Word of God. Jesus Christ is the Word, He is love, 
Agape love. As deep as I have gone into the Kingdom of God and hell, those slo-
gans were culled from innermost part of God's heart. Hope is the fuel for love, 
peace and faith. Phil 4:13 is where hope gets its strength to fuel love, peace and 
faith. 

Lastly, the Republicans hated Obama to death and they did so many things to get 
him down, but he survived without him even knowing how. The Word of God in 
his slogan protected him, the women and youths loved him. His victory at the 
polls was guaranteed because he has enough votes to win 10 straight elections 
if it is possible to contest 10 times because the women and youths voted for him 
consistently. This is a political hint for you.

Financially, he was provided next to nothing or late provisions by Congress. By 
divine intervention, a secret channel was opened to fund the key projects he was 
able to do in two terms. I won't go into the strategy that saved his pretty face. 
Even though he is a lawyer, his government rarely went to court.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
When Nigerians talk of essential commodities, they think of bread and some sta-
ple foods & drinks. In our international development efforts, the three essential 
commodities are land, water and air (and what they contain)

Thanks for warm transferring me to your subordinates in February regarding our 
desire for a PPP with Edo State. We met Comm. Uso and two of your PPP officials. 
From my personal and professional and spiritual experience, the current land 
and equity strategy is not sustainable as it shows risk averseness on the part of 
your government and lack of confidence in the institutions of government, lack 
of confidence in your ability to win a second term or the likelihood of your depu-
ty governor winning two terms and indirectly extending your government by 12 
years to ensure maturity of long-term investments.
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For a local like me, I was surprised. Most honest investors will bolt for the door. 
For modern investors, it has to be really attractive, very profitable, sustainable 
and there must be verifiable evidence of corporate social responsibility. These 
are what we verify in due diligence. As the governor of the state you have to be 
the marketer-in-chief for the state and people of Edo State. 

Whatever you and your top officials need to do on a very slim budget to bring 
investments; small or big investments must be done provided they are legal. Il-
legality is now unfashionable because even little guys like me can get any of you 
arrested if there are grounds for such. Even if you are my identical twin sibling. 
Spiritually and Ethically, I have to do what is right all the time.

If you and your team have the desire to quiz me further in a no holds barred 
format for 2 hours at time. It will be to provide what works and what does not. 

SUMMARY 

These divine assignments listed above are important to create jobs, reduce crime 
and other related social vices. Only Jesus Christ can do a thing like this. If the 
prostitutes and fraudsters return home, their addictions must addressed to help 
them forego their evil way.

Using the Holy Spirit for that will bring about abandonment of evil ways and it 
will bring about contentment and peace allowing them to pick up any job avail-
able and some with entrepreneurial spirit can be employers of labour too.

Without aggressively bringing in strategic investments, you will not have peace 
because current allocations do not cover basic expenses of your government. It is 
critical to get investments that bring in local jobs, personal and corporate income 
taxes. The more the merrier. 

Even though you have no role in sending these people overseas, not rehabilitat-
ing them properly and quickly will be considered as failure in governance on your 
part. Just like Mr. President is feeling the heat, necessarily and unnecessarily. Our 
Lord and personal Saviour Jesus Christ is coming. This is your cross to bear. If you 
continue to listen to my mummy and Apostle's counsel, I will continue to provide 
guidance and support both for free and for a fee to the people of Edo State di-
rectly. More details later. 
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LAND AND THE WOODS TO BOOKS PROGRAM 

Just for you to know that we are not just the regular kind of Western cowboys, 
before you directed us to your commissioner and PPP team we were approached 
through our mutual investors' rep by a member of late Tunji Braithwaite who 
own the Iwopin Paper Mill to join in their efforts to revive the plant before we 
build for Edo State. They have a very large land in place, thousands of acres of 
wood in place in Ogun and Ondo states already allocated to them. We the same 
investor mediating for partnership acceptance. It was like the temptation of Je-
sus Christ by the devil.

Although cornered with partners urging me to go for it. But I declined by refusing 
to disclose some revelational advanced strategies in our possession and factored 
brownfield and greenfield principles. Calling on our experience in Ghana and 
Togo wrestling physically and spiritually with the wild dogs of African. I declined 
because Edo State has nothing. Absolutely nothing. All our family houses inside 
the main red mud district of Benin City are gifts from the Obas of that era. 

The point here is that the way land is being used and sold, and the kind of uncon-
trolled building designs indicates that there is serious trouble ahead. If we pay 
$1.5M to $2.0M for land and do everything else related to the project ourselves, 
it becomes obvious that your government has no skin in the deal and owners will 
not be bound by local content requirements. Review your land policy in your PPP 
to give you and people of Edo State a voice in the transactions. Governments 
spend hundreds of millions of dollars to attract billions of dollars’ worth of in-
vestments to their regions. 

Edo State indigenes are busy worshipping the land and the Oba instead of wor-
shipping Jesus Christ, who owns the earth and the fullness thereof. Let us know 
if the land policy will change to ensure we either get our land as a gift with a 
promise to use it for the intended purpose only or as equity participation as is 
the norm worldwide for PPP. Your current program is not qualified to be called 
PPP. Everything you are offering in your PPP to be frank with you, are things that 
the government is elected to provide in a normal society. They are not items 
anybody should expect to be clapped for.

Our God has placed a cloud above Edo State for our Wood to Books Program. It 
will rain at any time God chooses no matter the conditions on ground. 
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Thank you for your efforts and support and expenses for everything you are do-
ing over there in Edo State.

Ademola Usuanlele
(Peace Maker)
peace@peacemakers.love
Kingdom of God
City of Champions
Edmonton Alberta Canada 

Ademola Usuanlele 
Chairman/CEO
Groupe Haus Inc
Edmonton Alberta Canada 
ademolau@groupehaus.com 
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ABOUT THE BOOK 

It is an unusually quiet book. One would expect it to be noisy and loud consid-
ering the that it is our mini-book of revelations because that is what it is. It is 
packed from end-to-end with fresh REVELATIONS from the firing line. All the rev-
elations are decoded or explained for the regular Jones out there to get the drift 
of what Jesus Christ is telling us in this season. The image on the front gives a 
physical expression like that of snippers in conventional military conflict or com-
bat because for those in the know, they know that until Jesus Christ returns, the 
devil’s spirit and his agents will continue to present themselves for contentions. 
Thank God because every time they come, the Word of God with help of the Holy 
Spirit will always present a victorious escape for us.

Make sure you are in love with Jesus Christ when you read this book otherwise 
only God knows. It is written with pure and genuine AGAPE LOVE. All the ma-
terials have been backed up with scriptures in the Christian Holy Bible. Thank 
you, Trinity. Only you can make us pretty, handsome and beautiful like this. We 
honour you! We praise you! We adore you! We bless you! We thank you! We give 
you all the Glory! If, you truly believe that you do not need further edification 
from this book or you are truly blessed by this book, please share the book or the 
lessons from this book with others. Buy* and read a copy today! God bless you.

**Get a copy of the Heavenly Tongue Song: Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko. Start your 
heavenly celebration now! Even if it is by faith. Whatever you wish for in Jesus 
Christ mighty name, you shall get it. Don’t wait until you are perfect. Perfection 
only comes through Jesus Christ.

*A portion of the proceeds from the sale of this book will be given to Charities 
and Foundations. Such as Ademola Usuanlele Charitable Foundations worldwide, 
Sickle Cell Foundation of Alberta, Canadian Family Advisory Network, Canadi-
an Premature Babies Foundation, Stollery Children’s Hospital’s Patient & Family 
Centred Care Council, WINN and Oliver Centre




